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REGULARS // FROM THE PRESIDENT

It’s hard to believe that the first year of
my Presidency is behind me. I can only
hope that the second year is as diverse and
enjoyable.
I am writing this on the day after our
RIAS 2014 Awards Dinner. As I sit outside
in the sunshine, I’m reflecting on last
evening’s event. A celebration of great
architecture, great architects and great
clients, the evening was an opportunity to
meet old friends and make new ones.
At the end of the night the Cabinet
Secretary, Fiona Hyslop MSP, made a welldeserved presentation on behalf of all
Scottish architects to representatives of
the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service for
their outstanding efforts in dealing with
the fire at the Mackintosh building at Glasgow School of Art. They
received a standing ovation as they received their award.
Amazingly, given the rapid progress of the fire, no one was
injured. We have to be eternally thankful for that. Without the
efforts of our gallant firemen, which went above and beyond the
call of duty, the building would have been much more severely
damaged and many more priceless artefacts destroyed.
It was incredibly moving to see the public outpouring of grief
as the flames ravaged this much loved building. There is no doubt
it will be restored and brought fully back into use.
Ironically, only the week before the fire we held the final part
of our Convention in the new Reid Building by Stephen Holl/JM
Architects. Our Convention this year in Glasgow was thoroughly
stimulating. We were treated to outstanding presentations from all
of our speakers. My only disappointment was that the attendance
could have been larger. Times may be hard but it’s extremely good
value for money. I hope those of you who didn’t manage along this
year will attend next year’s Convention in Dundee.
I’d like to mention two further initiatives. Firstly, the RIAS
Directory. For the last two years the Incorporation has been
gathering the extraordinarily extensive information that appears

in our Online Directory. Looking at
international sites there doesn’t appear to
be anything as comprehensive anywhere
else. Whilst acknowledging that most
clients nowadays will tend to look online
for their information, we have printed
our first new Directory for several years,
which condenses the online information
into a suitable format for us to send out to
client organisations across Scotland who
regularly use architects. It is also available
for sale, for £20 (£10 for practices who paid
for an entry).
Finally, an update on the Festival
of Architecture 2016. I know it still
seems a long way off but the amount of
preparation and organisation for a yearlong
event of this scale cannot be underestimated. The strategy for
‘Shaping Scotland, The Festival of Architecture 2016’ has been
commissioned by the RIAS and is supported by the Scottish
Government. The authors are Professor Stuart MacDonald OBE
and Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon FRIAS. It is a comprehensive and
hugely ambitious piece of work. For the Festival to be successful,
all the parties need to work together in a constructive way to
achieve what will be an unforgettable celebration of architecture
for the people of Scotland. I, for one, can’t wait!

IAIN CONNELLY
PRESIDENT
A WORD FOR OUR SPONSORS: REMEMBER OUR
ADVERTISERS ENABLE THIS MAGAZINE TO HAPPEN.
IF THEY ARE SUITABLE PLEASE PUT THEM ON YOUR
TENDER LISTS AND TRY TO USE THEIR PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES. WE NEED THEIR CONTINUING SUPPORT!
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MALCOLM COCHRANE

GOOD TO BE BUSY!
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REGULARS // ARCHIVAL
POLITICS
AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS

FROM
OUR
ARCHIVE
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON
FRIAS, A FORMER EDITOR OF
THE RIAS MEMBERS’ JOURNAL
CONTINUES HIS REGULAR
SERIES
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Too often, it seems that little changes in
architecture and practice even over half a
century. We still hear architects protesting
that they are “misunderstood” and
prioritising the “need to educate our public”.
In the 1950s, it was undoubtedly true
that the news media was inaccessible,
scarce, and expensive and mostly concerned
with the post-war struggle to rebuild an
economy and society.
In an editorial entitled “Meeting the
Press” (1959), Sinclair Gauldie, who went
on to become the president of RIAS for two
years in 1963, warned colleagues not to rely
on unrehearsed descriptions of projects
and advised architects to prepare their
project information, facts and figures in an
orderly and easily-read form. Gauldie was
perceptively anticipating increased press
activity and interest as construction was
inevitably about to increase along with a
political policy of creating a land “fit for
heroes”.
Three decades later, the reinvigoration
of Prospect, and the subsequent arrival
of the late Charles Mackean at RIAS, saw
greater emphasis in the 1980s on promoting
architects’ projects, resulting in the annual
Dunedin Award, for work “on the drawing
board”.
However, Gauldie could never have
guessed how important PR (public
relations) and communications would
become in the 21st century. The arrival of
the Scottish Parliament hugely increased
political liaison opportunities for the
profession, as noted in the RIAS Council
report a year ago. Even more significant
is the enormous success now regularly
achieved by the RIAS team in promoting
architects and architecture in print,
broadcast and social media.

55 YEARS AGO
EXTRACT FROM PROPECT NO.14,
SUMMER 1959

“Meeting the Press”, by W S Gauldie
It is a long standing complaint of the
profession that the lay press displays little
interest in architectural matters and that
even when it does take notice - as for
instance on the opening of an important
new building - there is often no mention
of the architect: indeed there is often no
indication that an architect was concerned
in the matter at all.
It is rare for an architect to have the
ability to describe his building ‘off the
cuff’ in the normal journalistic process
of question and answer, and he should
try to avoid doing so whenever he can
- especially if he is dealing with a daily
paper which is most unlikely to ‘stop
press’ to let him see his words in proof.
It is infinitely better to supply the facts
in the form of a summary or ‘hand out’
however hasty, and this moreover is
usually welcomed by the reporter as
easing his own job quite appreciably.
It is not always easy for the
professional to get sufficiently outside
his own skin to realise how many things
he takes for granted are regarded by
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reporters as news. Methods of heating
and insulation are, for instance, much
more in the public eye than ever before
and are always “good for a paragraph”,
while relatively simple technicalities
like acoustic ceilings, double glazing,
automatic fire alarms and demountable
partitioning seem to have a remarkably
wide appeal. There are also certain
concepts which have some sort of
associative fascination for reporters.
The words ‘steel frame’, ‘stone built’,
‘reinforced concrete’, ‘fire resisting’,
for example carry some sort of ring of
solidity which journalists find satisfying.
Figures also have a fascination square footage, acreage of site, cost,
numbers accommodated, may all be grist
to the editor’s mill, and it does no harm to
provide plentiful statistics which he can
prune if he wishes.
It will probably be the client rather
than the architect who provides this
information, but … the press should be
encouraged to go to the architect for
authoritative information on all the
planning, aesthetic and technical aspects
of the building.

25 YEARS AGO
EXTRACT FROM PROSPECT NO. 37,
SUMMER 1989
1989 Award for Architecture on the
drawing board
This was the third and final year of the
Dunedin/RIAS Award. There were 31
entries, a significantly higher number than
in the previous two years. The purpose of
the award was threefold: to encourage the
reviving art of architectural presentation;
to engage the interest of, and communicate
with, lay clients and the public; to recognise
schemes at the drawing board and draw
public attention to what might be called
the inevitable future.

1 YEAR AGO
RIAS QUARTERLY NO.14, SUMMER
2013

The universally-high quality of the
entries suggested that these aims have
been achieved. The winning entry was the
scheme for the Broomielaw Glasgow by
the Holmes Partnership. The client was
the Scottish Development Agency. The
objectives were to prepare a development
strategy for Broomielaw and to prepare an
Urban Plan for West Broomielaw.
The jury felt that this was a vivid
presentation of the architect’s proposals,
showing many aspects of the liveliness
contained within their plans for the
Glasgow Riverside.

Report of the Council – Politics and PR
Our media reporting has continued to
be positive, with excellent coverage on
television, radio and in specialist and
general press, running to 118 substantive
articles at national level and a very
significant number of items in the local
press from the Chapters. The President
and/or secretary met a number of SNP
backbenchers and senior opposition
members, including Ruth Davidson, Linda
Fabiani, Patricia Ferguson, Iain Gray, Mike
Mackenzie, Pauline McNeill and Jean
Urquhart. The president and secretary had
constructive exchanges with the A+DS
Chair and CEO, Harry Rich. In December,
the cabinet secretary Fiona Hyslop MSP
met with PPC prior to Council for a very
constructive discussion on an agenda
which included procurement and 2016.
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LOA+DS ON GUIDE
ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN SCOTLAND
LEVEL 2, THE LIGHTHOUSE, MITCHELL LANE, GLASGOW, G1 3LX; MON-SAT 10.30AM-5.PM, SUN 12PM-5PM
A+DS’S SUMMER/AUTUMN PROGRAMME WILL FOCUS ON THE LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM THE COMMONWEALTH GAMES THROUGH AN EXHIBITION,
GREEN2014, AND A RANGE OF EVENTS AT THE LIGHTHOUSE, 11 MITCHELL LANE, GLASGOW.

PETER DIDBIN

A+DS EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS AT THE LIGHTHOUSE

GREEN2014: THE ENVIRONMENTAL
LEGACY OF THE COMMONWEALTH
GAMES IN GLASGOW
UNTIL 24 OCTOBER
This exhibition will explore what makes
the Glasgow Games green, who are the
people behind the venues and what will
be the on-going legacy for Glasgow and
Scotland.
It will also celebrate and showcase
the range of environmentally-sustainable
“legacy projects” linked to the Games,
exploring everything from urban
beekeeping and the regeneration of
community woodlands and cycle routes to
the wide range of venues and regeneration
projects that will benefit the citizens of
Glasgow and Scotland for years to come.
GREEN2014 has been developed by
Architecture and Design Scotland and is
supported by the Scottish Government,
Glasgow City Council and partners.

Categories of Awards are: RIAS
Rowand Anderson Silver Medal for best
5th-year student, A+DS Award for best
3rd-year student, A+DS Urban Design
Award, A+DS Sustainability Award for
Sustainable Design and the RIAS Drawing
Award.

A+DS AND RIAS SCOTTISH STUDENT
AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE
18 JULY – 28 SEPTEMBER,
CIRCULATION SPACE
Now in its 12th year, this annual exhibition
offers a rare opportunity for the public and
the profession to see the best work of the
emerging talent from Scotland’s Schools of
Architecture.

COMMONWEALTH LECTURES ON
“PLACEMAKING”
As part of the GREEN2014 series we will be
hosting The Commonwealth Lecture Series,
organised by Glasgow City Heritage Trust in
collaboration with A+DS and The Lighthouse.
These talks will look at “placemaking” and
sustainability with speakers from across
Europe.
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GREEN2014 EVENTS:
This Friday Presents: brain-nourishing
lunchtime talks with plenty of time
for questions and answers to feed your
imagination. 1-2pm at The Workshop, Level 2,
The Lighthouse. Topics include:
8 AUGUST:
LINKED BY LIGHT, THE CLYDE
WALKWAY
Cathy Houston and Lizzie Smith,
Collective Architecture
For more information about the This Friday
Presents series and latest event news check
out our listings on www.ads.org.uk/events

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.ads.org.uk | exhibitions@ads.org.uk | @ArcDesSoc

16 JULY 2014, 7-9PM:
A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT IN HISTORIC
CITIES
Dr Pierre Laconte - Foundation of the
Urban Environment, Brussels
13TH AUGUST 2014, 7-9PM:
HOW BARCELONA BECAME A
TOURIST DESTINATION
Lluis Bosch, Urban Landscape Institute of
Barcelona City Council
3 SEPTEMBER 2014, 7-9PM:
HAMBURG CITY PARK – 100 YEARS
Frank-Pieter Hesse and Heino Grunert,
City of Hamburg
ALSO AT THE LIGHTHOUSE:
MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
A LIBRARY OF SUSTAINABLE
BUILDING MATERIALS
PERMANENT (LEVEL 2)
This library showcases sustainable,
traditional and emerging low carbon
building products in general and promotes
and encourages innovation in construction
in Scotland using indigenous resources.

Novus Property
Solutions /
Building and
maintaining
relationships
across Scotland

/ React

Reactive maintenance

/ Maintain

Painting and decorating
Pre paint repairs
Planned maintenance

Novus Property Solutions is a dynamic
property maintenance specialist providing
bespoke solutions from offices in Edinburgh,
Dumfries, Dundee and Glasgow.
Novus has unrivalled experience across
many areas and, through competitive
pricing, the company’s core services of
refurbishment, planned and reactive
maintenance, cyclical painting and repair
can help clients across Scotland to attain
their objectives within budget.
With over 150 people working
across Scotland and a heritage that can
be traced back 115 years, Novus prides
itself on delivering real added value through
outstanding performance, excellent service
and dedicated customer care.

/ Build

Refurbishment and remodelling
Environmental works
New build
Design and build
Extensions and alterations

Offices in Edinburgh > Dumfries > Dundee > Glasgow

Edinburgh / T. 01506 637 637 /
E. info@novussolutions.co.uk /
W. www.novussolutions.co.uk /
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IMPRESSIONS OF ANDALUCIA
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS OFFERS SOME ‘SNAPS’, SKETCHES AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ON ANDALUCIA

CORDOBA MESQUITA

European cities display diverse and
overlapping historical influences through
their architecture. Centuries of Etruscan,
Phoenician, Greek, Egyptian, Carthaginian,
Germanic and Spanish traces have enriched
the appearance of the former Roman
Empire.
Eventual decline in Roman influence
throughout southern Spain by the early
eighth century allowed Cordoba to rise
to prominence as the supreme centre of

learning for exiled Moors arriving from
Damascus. The innovative irrigation
systems and agricultural techniques
brought by the Moors created a huge
expansion of Andalucia’s economy. Rapid
population growth around Cordoba, to
over one million residents, explains the
imperative to build the world’s largest
Mosque in 712AD. The Mezquita has
survived centuries of interventions and
intrusions, including the construction of

a Renaissance Christian cathedral at its
heart, yet the building remains an aweinspiring architectural icon.
Nearby Seville grew more slowly under
Moorish influence, benefiting later as the
premier port for Atlantic trade with the
new-found Americas. Oscillating fortunes
for Muslim, Hebrew and Christian influence
remain visible in the layered palaces at
Seville’s Real Alcazar. Elsewhere, new
buildings obliterated predecessors, as at the
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ALCAZAR, SEVILLE

synagogue which was converted to become
the Church of Saint Bartholomew. Seville’s
magnificent cathedral itself destroyed a
great mosque, sparing only the ablutions
area, the “Patio of the Orange Trees” and
the minaret “la Giralda”. Originally used
to call prayers, the tower gained height
with Herman Ruiz’s delicate renaissance
belfry (1568) and remains Seville’s most
recognisable building.
An incongruous, modernist contender,

14

by German architect and artist Jurgen
Mayer Hermann, arrived in 2011 and is now
affectionately named the ‘”Mushrooms of
Incarnation”. This uncompromising, curvy,
giant timber “waffle” spans La Encarnacion
Square, shading open markets and new
performance spaces and offering panoramic
terraces with views over the skyline.
Elsewhere in the historic centre,
modern buildings mostly reflect Moorish
motifs with red and white keystones.

Building projects are still planned on
tight, inward-facing sites along narrow
streets with floor plates arranged around
courtyards. Restricted external facades
limit windows and street presentation
and apartments gain light and ventilation
through decorative screens around central
courtyards. This traditional Moorish
dwelling form is now also recognised
as Andalucian and appears even in new
suburban housing.
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MUSEO DE BELLAS ARTES, SEVILLE

AV. DE LA CONSTITUCION, SEVILLE

LA GIRALDA, SEVILLE

FLAMENCO DANCERS

Formal, heavy-studded, timber doors
yield to cool reception halls with colourful
mosaics and organic iron work. Decorative
screens, fountains and plants soften
the central garden patios and provide
shade from the sun while reinforcing
privacy, individuality and intimacy within
residences.
In describing architecture as “frozen
music”, Goethe could have been considering
Andalucia. Like its architecture, the region’s

music and dance is rooted in East Indian
and Arabic forms, modified and adapted by
Christians, Jews and gypsies. Persecution
under Arab rule and later the Spanish
Inquisition, found expression through
Flamenco, which encapsulated spirited
protest and emotional anguish for the
subjugated masses.
Flamenco’s narrative (cante) can
be profound and intense (jondo) or
lighter (chico) if accompanied and even

overwhelmed by hand-clapping with loud,
high-energy, improvised dance. Andalucian
architecture similarly reveals pride, poise
and posture. It has real attitude yet remains
frilly and colourful with dynamic rhythm
and extensive fine decoration. Perhaps it
could be called “frozen Flamenco.”
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS
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Skylight name for certificate
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Skylight

.co.uk

Skylight International Ltd
75 Birkmyre Road
Glasgow G51 3JH
Phone 0141 445 6655, 0141 445 4219
info@skylight.co.uk

Manufacture and installation of rooflights
Now in our 25th year
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ALL CEREMONY IMAGES: NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

RIAS AWARDS PRESENTERS (TOP TO BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT): IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS; DEREK MILLER, SCOPE BATHROOMS; KENNY MCMENEMY, SENIOR
ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS; ANDY HOWLAND, GEZE; BERNARD PONSONBY; MARJORIE APPLETON FRIAS; GEORGE OLDHAM RIAS; LIZ DAVIDSON OBE HON FRIAS;
CRAIG WHITE RIBA; IAN WALFORD, HISTORIC SCOTLAND; NEIL BAXTER HON FRIAS; CABINET SECRETARY FIONA HYSLOP MSP

RIAS AWARDS 2014
AT THE GLASGOW HILTON ON 18TH JUNE 2014, OUR
260 GUESTS ENJOYED THE PRESENTATION OF 13
RIAS AWARDS, 3 SUB-CATEGORY AWARDS, 4 RIBA
AWARDS, 3 HONORARY FELLOWSHIPS, THE RIAS

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD AND A VERY SPECIAL
PRESENTATION TO THE SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE
SERVICE.

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR AWARDS DINNER SPONSORS

AND OUR SUB-CATEGORY SPONSORS
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ADVOCATE’S CLOSE
EDINBURGH
£ 30.00M
MORGAN MCDONNELL ARCHITECTURE LTD

ELDER & CANNON

261 WEST PRINCES STREET
RIBA AWARD WINNER
GLASGOW
£ CONFIDENTIAL
ELDER & CANNON ARCHITECTS

LEFT TO RIGHT: ANDREW RENNICK, ANTHONY MCDONNELL, IAIN CONNELLY
PRIAS, LISA MORGAN RIAS, GUY MORGAN

Intricately woven into the fabric of the upper Old Town, this
This development, forming two blocks of student residences, 66

development encompasses nine listed buildings. Combining

flats in total, is linked to the conversion of the redstone block on

commercial units, a restaurant, offices and a bar/bistro with

the street front which previously served as the school for Scottish

serviced apartments, the development brings new vibrancy to this

Ballet. This conversion contributes a further 37, self-contained,

precious but previously neglected area of the World Heritage Site.

studio apartments.

The intricacy of the site acquisition process and the complexity

The development was intended to create a comfortable, high

of the three dimensional diagram that bridges two closes between

quality environment for its student residents. It also replaces

the High Street, Cockburn Street and Market Street, with a fall of

former dereliction with attractively composed new buildings and

almost nine storeys from top to bottom, is remarkable. However it

garden spaces, thus enhancing its neighbours’ views. This subtle

is the care and deliberation with which contemporary and historic

and careful scheme weaves much needed new student residences

have been brought together that is most deserving of praise.

ALL CEREMONY IMAGES: NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

such projects to follow.

LEFT TO RIGHT: TOM CONNOLLY FRIAS, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS
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KEVIN MCCOLLUM

into an existing neighbourhood, setting high standards for future
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THE BIRKS CINEMA
ABERFELDY
£ 1.23M
ROBIN BAKER ARCHITECTS

BUCHANAN GARDENS
GLASGOW
£ CONFIDENTIAL
BDP

DAVID BARBOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

The rescue of the Birks Cinema has created an attractive new
leisure facility for Aberfeldy. Disused since 2005, the building was
previously an eyesore. An inspired local group, the Friends of the
Birks Cinema, recognised the potential behind the Art Deco façade
and set about purchasing the building and raising funds.
The determined efforts of the Friends and their architect have
helped to restore the dignity of Aberfeldy. An area previously
blighted by an abandoned hulk, has been transformed in a way
that boosts local pride and has enhanced community cohesion and
the attractiveness of Aberfeldy as a destination. The Friends have

GENIE DEPEWEG

delivered a vibrant new amenity and a new focal point for the town.

This

substantial

project

combines

retail

and

residential

accommodation at the northern end of Glasgow’s premier retail
thoroughfare. Providing over 120,000 sq. ft. of retail in its lowers
levels, facing onto Buchanan Street, the development also delivers
49 contemporary apartments around a shared roof garden,
providing a pleasant haven for the residents in the very heart of
Scotland’s busiest city centre.
The rooftop apartments vary in scale from one to three
bedroom. A resident’s gym, private lounge, cycle storage and the
communal garden, augment the eco-home status of apartments,
to ensure high quality urban dwelling space, lending a whole new
meaning to “living above the shop”.

LEFT TO RIGHT: ADAM HARRISON, CLAIRE HEWITT, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS,
CHARLOTTE FLOWERS, ROBIN BAKER RIAS, KENNY MCMENEMY

LEFT TO RIGHT: JOHN RUSSELL, GRAEME RONALD RIAS, IAIN CONNELLY
PRIAS, TOM MURRAY RIAS, DAWN FERGUSON, KATH MACTAGGART, DEREK
MILLER

19
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CLYDEBANK EAST WORKSHOPS
CLYDEBANK
£ CONFIDENTIAL
ELDER & CANNON ARCHITECTS

CADZOW PELOSI

ANDREW LEE

CLIFF HOUSE
ISLE OF SKYE
£ CONFIDENTIAL
DUALCHAS ARCHITECTS

Set on the edge of a steep escarpment, with its entrance elevation
cut into the hillside itself, the house commands a panoramic view
over Loch Dunvegan and distant views to the north east. The open
character of the main living room and kitchen space is one distinct
volume.
The bathrooms and service accommodation are contained in
separate cubic volumes, alongside the entrance which is roughly
central to the plan. Combining both shelter and drama, this
new home is both respectful of its special location and a superb

ALL CEREMONY IMAGES: NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

contemporary dwelling for its inhabitants.

LEFT TO RIGHT: JOHN DOHERTY FRIAS, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, HUGH MOORE

Scotland has a long established tradition of building clusters of
industrial sheds at its urban edges. From the 1980s onwards,
Scottish Enterprise and the local enterprise companies have built
many such clusters to encourage small start-up business in the
light industrial and service sectors. These workshops are the
apotheosis of this built form.
Like most such structures, these are simple, top-lit, sheds
with big roller doors. They utilise robust and simple materials.
Rooflights in mustard and black conform to a colour palette
which, like everything else, is understated. Until now and here,
workshops have never really aspired to be things of beauty. Here
LEFT TO RIGHT: NEIL STEPHEN RIAS, DANIEL BAR, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS,
ALASDAIR STEPHEN RIAS
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however, everything is crisp and elegant.
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GRASSMARKET COMMUNITY PROJECT
EDINBURGH
£ 1.54M
GARETH HOSKINS ARCHITECTS

GILLIAN HAYES

COMMONWEALTH GAMES ATHLETES’ VILLAGE
GLASGOW
£ 150M
RMJM ARCHITECTURE LTD

LEFT TO RIGHT: CRAIG THOMSON RIAS, ELAINE PATERSON, LYNDA
HENDERSON, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, DEBBIE TAYLOR, SIOBHAIN FORDE,
STEWART STEVENSON RIAS, ANDY HOWLAND

The architects and their co-professionals who have gone the extra
mile with this development might well achieve their client’s legacy

This new building is shoe-horned into an awkward gap-site at

objective of creating a sustainable community and a positive future

the eastern extremity of Edinburgh’s Grassmarket. The building

for Dalmarnock. A high amenity asset during the games, the units

sits in land adjoining Greyfriar’s churchyard and the church hall.

will be adapted after the event for sale. A careful sales policy

The building extends the church’s mission to the poor in what has

will ensure that only those who intend to live here will be able to

historically been a focus for a number of support facilities for the

purchase.

homeless and those with addiction and other problems.

A variety of house types, ranging from terraced to an apartment

Within the building is a large multi-use space which serves

block, is set within an attractively landscaped setting, utilising

as a meeting room and auditorium, alongside other offices and

sustainable urban drainage as a key design feature. Views over

a communal café which sits at the front of the property. This

the Clyde, towards parkland beyond, enhance the village setting.

new asset for Edinburgh does not come across as in any way

RMJM

institutional, just a welcoming, pleasant, positive, contemporary
place to be.

LEFT TO RIGHT: DONALD SIMPSON, JOHNNIE WEBSTER, REV DR RICHARD
FRAZER, EMMA GALLOWAY, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, JO ELLIOTT, GARETH
HOSKINS FRIAS, KENNY MCMENEMY
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THE INN AT JOHN O’GROATS
CAITHNESS
£ 2.50M
GLM

DAVID BARBOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

HOUSE NO. 7
ISLE OF TIREE
£ CONFIDENTIAL
DENIZEN WORKS LTD

PIP RUSTAGE

LEFT TO RIGHT: AYTHAN LEWES, NEIL MCALLISTER RIAS, IAIN CONNELLY
PRIAS, SUZANNE DICKEN, IAN MCKEE

This restoration and extension of a ruined, B-listed, Tiree blackhouse effectively provides two houses within a single curtilage.
The extensions follow the spirit of local agricultural buildings. The
tradition of reconstructing Hebridean black-houses with black
tarred roofing, rather than thatch, is sufficiently long established
to have become an alternative local vernacular. This approach,
allied to the utilitarian agricultural appearance of the extensions,
creates an external form that is contextual and appropriate.
The interior is designed to be light, bright, welcoming and cosy,
in contrast with the robust forms of the exterior. The dual character
of this extraordinary development combines a clever play on the

ALL CEREMONY IMAGES: NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

traditional in the exterior and a dwelling full of delight within.

There are relatively few buildings which define their place. The
formerly derelict, Victorian hotel has been restored and extended
with a series of brightly coloured, linked, timber pavilions to both
regenerate this setting and give a whole new identity to this iconic
place.
The bright colours of the new pavilions contrast with the white
harling of the hotel. Internally, local materials, including locally
sourced textiles and pottery and lobster creel light fittings add
character and playful irony, while avoiding kitsch.
This new development has reinvigorated John O’Groats. A
LEFT TO RIGHT: DAVID KERR, DAVID THOMSON, DAVID ANDERSON, IAIN
CONNELLY PRIAS, MURRAY KERR, ANGUS MACKINNON, LIZ KERR, LIZ
DAVIDSON OBE HON FRIAS
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national embarrassment has been transformed into a distinctive,
attractive and welcoming place of which all Scots may now, rightly,
be proud.
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KNOCKANDO WOOLMILL
ABERLOUR
£ 2.02M
LDN ARCHITECTS

SCOTTISH WATER THE BRIDGE
STEPPS
£ CONFIDENTIAL
REIACH & HALL ARCHITECTS

RIBA AWARD WINNER

ANDREW LEE

The rescue of Scotland’s last surviving working woolmill is an
extraordinary achievement. The project is thoroughly understated
with the architect’s ego nowhere in sight. However, the various,
mainly single storey, historic buildings (weaving shed, shop,
cottages) have been superbly restored. Their history is teased
out through the weft and weave of the site, to give visitors
an understanding without recourse to voluminous written
interpretation.
The degree to which the architects have respected the integrity
of the history of this place is apparent in the new commercial
weaving shed, is a simple timber construction but elegantly
achieved with roof trusses which bespeak the meticulous care in

LDN ARCHITECTS

its design.

This prestigious new office building for Scottish Water sets a
new standard for edge-of-town business park developments. Set
between a collection of fairly utilitarian office pavilions and rolling
Lanarkshire moorland, the building and its landscaped setting
declare high aspirations.
The offices are accessed from a full height atrium which runs
for virtually the full length of the building. This a “civic space”,
a focus for informal meetings, lending interest and life. The
external treatment is very restrained in its materials and form
but, particularly in the double-height colonnaded main façade,
generates a new contemporary classicism.

LEFT TO RIGHT: TOM DUFF FRIAS, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, JANA HUTT MBE

LEFT TO RIGHT: LYLE CHRYSTIE FRIAS, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, GRANT WOOD
RIAS
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THE SSE HYDRO
GLASGOW
£ 125.00M
FOSTER + PARTNERS

SUB-CATEGORY WINNERS

NIGEL YOUNG, FOSTER + PARTNERS

RIAS / SCOTTISH GOVERMENT SCOTLAND’S CLIENT OF
THE YEAR AWARD 2014
THE FRIENDS OF THE BIRKS CINEMA
NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

PRESENTED BY CABINET SECRETARY, FIONA HYSLOP MSP

ADAM HARRISON, CHARLOTTE FLOWERS,
CABINET SECRETARY FIONA HYSLOP MSP

By day, this crisply profiled huge arena is a powerful new presence.

RIAS / FORESTRY COMMISSION SCOTLAND/WOOD FOR
GOOD TIMBER AWARD
THE INN AT JOHN O’GROATS
PRESENTED BY CRAIG WHITE RIBA

By raising and tilting the auditorium the architects have enabled
services, ticketing and catering to be neatly accommodated
beneath.
However it is by night and particularly during live performances
that the venue comes into its own. Integrated lighting within the
semi-transparent external envelope enables the venue itself to
become part of the performance.
Designed

to

cater

for

elaborate

contemporary

music

performance, this very large venue is already among the most
successful of its type in the world. It is an important new asset for

NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

Glasgow and Scotland.

AYTHAN LEWES, SUZANNE DICKEN, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, IAN MCKEE,
NEIL MCALLISTER RIAS, CRAIG WHITE RIBA

RIAS / HISTORIC SCOTLAND CONSERVATION AND
CLIMATE CHANGE AWARD
KNOCKANDO WOOLMILL
PRESENTED BY IAN WALFORD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE,
HISTORIC SCOTLAND

LEFT TO RIGHT: JEREMY EDWARDS, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, CHRIS CONNELL
RIAS, KENNY MCMENEMY
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PETER MCILHENNY FRIAS, IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS, JANA HUTT MBE,
TOM DUFF FRIAS, IAN WALFORD

Apologies: the little booklet of all the Award entries and the shortlist
in the spring Quarterly both included a ‘before’ photograph of
Muirfield Gate by Lindsay Buchan Architects. Our sincere apologies.
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SCENIC ROUTES

SCOTTISH SCENIC ROUTES
DETOURISM REVISITED

VIEW OF SITOOTERIE IN LANDSCAPE NEAR BALQUHIDDER,
STRATHCLYDE STUDENT PROJECT

INSPIRED BY NORWAY’S WELL ESTABLISHED AND
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL TOURIST ROUTES INITIATIVE,
PETER WILSON HAS LONG ADVOCATED A SIMILAR

APPROACH FOR SCOTLAND. HIS HARD WORK AND
ENTHUSIASM ARE STARTING TO BEAR FRUIT.
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SCENIC ROUTES

FALLS OF FALLOCH IMAGE FROM COMPETITION-WINNING PANEL BY JOHN KENNEDY

Diligent readers of RIAS Quarterly may recall my writing in the
Winter 2010 issue about Norway’s National Tourist Routes and
the opportunities the initiative had created for young architects,
landscape architects and artists in that country. A conference on
the subject had just taken place at the Hub in Edinburgh, with
a hugely-enthusiastic response from the large audience to the
architects, government officials and roads authority managers
who had travelled from Norway to offer an insight into the
project’s genesis and development as well as its successes and
failures. At that stage, some 200 interventions along 18 long
stretches of road, defined as National Tourist Routes, had been
completed with another 200 or so set for implementation by
2016. A custom-designed travelling exhibition about the project
had already been seen in many parts of the world, most notably
at the Beijing Olympics in 2008 and the Shanghai Expo in 2010,
where audiences numbering in the many hundreds of thousands
had been encouraged by the new and dynamic architecture on
display to consider visiting a modern Norway that is quite distinct
from cultural stereotypes - a huge tourism benefit achieved for the
country at relatively-small cost.
This and the exhibition’s promotion of the nation’s young
design talent to an international market were the initial drivers
behind the decision by Edinburgh Napier University’s Wood
Studio research centre to mount the conference; this was, for
once, a strong concept with real potential for adaptation to,
and implementation in, Scotland’s widely-differing landscape.
Potentially, it could add substantial value to the country’s existing,
but arguably highly variable, tourism infrastructure and, in so
doing, help to sustain our own rural economies and communities.
A key element of the Norwegian project that emerged from the
conference was its ability to draw together a number of government
and other public agencies into a funding and management alliance
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INVERUGLAS IMAGE FROM COMPETITION SUBMISSION

that spread both cost and risk between the various participants.
This, in conjunction with a strategy to keep most project budgets,
at least initially, below the usual procurement thresholds, meant
that young architects could be invited, or directly appointed, into
limited competitions without them having to meet the whollyunrealistic qualifying requirements - of high levels of insurance
cover and evidence of substantial previous experience - that
pervade PQQs and act to frustrate young talents at the earliest
points in their professional careers. Critical to the selection process
was architectural potential, with design and realisation quality of
proposed projects remaining the paramount assessment criteria.
So what has happened to move the concept forward in
Scotland since October 2010? Quite a lot actually, for not only has
the Scottish Scenic Routes project now been given life with £1.5m
of Scottish Government support over three years (2013-2015) but
a steering group of public agencies has been established to develop
not only a series of pilot projects but also a longer-term National
Strategy. This is aimed at identifying key tourist routes (whether
roads, cycle paths or walking routes) and project sites as well as
creating an organisational and management framework that
will deliver a continuing series of high-quality architectural and
landscape interventions throughout the country.
Since receiving a green light in mid-2013 from Richard
Lochhead, the Scottish Government’s Cabinet Secretary for
Rural Affairs, the project has moved forward at some speed, with
two phases of competitions for pilot projects now complete.
The first competitions for three sites in the Loch Lomond &
the Trossachs National Park - an early and very enthusiastic
supporter of the concept - elicited more than 100 entries,
providing positive confirmation of the organisers’ perception that
a very undernourished constituency existed amongst the ranks of
postgraduates who were still within five years of finishing RIBA
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LOCH LUBNAIG SITE PLAN OF INSTALLATION

Part II, or the Landscape Institute equivalent. This key criterion
was set for entrants to help provide the experience and practice
needed for them to successfully complete the final professional
part of their training at a time when economic circumstances in
the construction industry have meant that little relevant work is
available. Five entrants were short-listed for each site (15 in total)
and given £1000 each to take their proposals to a final round of
judging by an independent jury. Between the two stages of the
competition, the short-listed entrants met with members of the
Scottish Scenic Routes working group to discuss how their ideas
might best be moved forward, an important part of the mentoring
support built into the project from its inception.
The first phase competition process was completed in
October 2013 and the installations at the Falls of Falloch (by John
Kennedy) and Loch Lubnaig (by Ruairidh Campbell Moir) are
now complete. Construction of the third and largest project (by
BTE Architecture) at Inveruglas on the banks of Loch Lomond is
due to begin shortly. Meanwhile, a second group of competitions
had been set in motion with sites at Laggan - in the ownership of
Scottish Canals, another highly enthusiastic early supporter of the
initiative - and at Corgarth in the Cairngorms National Park. By
the time this article is published the winners of these sites will also
have been published and their projects moved forwards towards
implementation.
In parallel with these developments, a student element
was introduced to the Scottish Scenic Routes to engender
understanding of competition processes and to familiarise
future entrants with the purpose of this particular initiative. The
University of Strathclyde’s Department of Architecture quickly
embraced this proposition and ran a project that resulted in the
manufacture and temporary installation of a reflective sitooterie
on a site near Balquhidder.

The Scottish Scenic Routes Steering Group* has also been hard
at work on what will, in due course, become the National Strategy
for the project. The current intention is to review the results of
the pilot projects and to have the organisational and management
structures sufficiently defined to launch this longer-term plan
during the 2016 Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design.
Between now and then, the exhibition of the first-phase
shortlisted and winning entries, recently on display at the
Lighthouse in Glasgow, will tour the country. The intention is to
inform and engage politicians, public sector officials, private sector
investors and the wider public about the initiative’s potential to
improve and add value to Scotland’s tourism infrastructure, to
promote the best of the nation’s young talent and to give new life
and economic opportunity to our rural communities.
Finally, in acknowledgement of the roots - and indeed the
importance - it places on this wide-reaching project, the Scottish
Government’s recently-published Nordic Baltic Policy Statement
lists Scottish Scenic Routes at the head of the initiatives currently
underway between Scotland and a number of our north European
neighbours. This initiative may have taken some time to get
started but the potential of these small beginnings to grow into
a continuing series of high-quality design demonstration projects
and to enhance the careers of many of the country’s best young
architects and landscape architects may well, in the fullness of time,
be regarded as having been transformational in the perceptions of
politicians and the public as to the value these professions bring to
our environment and our economy.
PETER WILSON
PETER WILSON IS DIRECTOR OF THE WOOD STUDIO RESEARCH
CENTRE WITHIN EDINBURGH NAPIER UNIVERSITY’S INSTITUTE
FOR SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION

* The Scottish Scenic Routes Steering group currently comprises the Scottish Government Planning & Architecture Division, Transport Scotland,
Loch Lomond & the Trossachs National Park Authority, Cairngorms National Park, Scottish Canals, Scottish Natural Heritage,
Edinburgh Napier University, Architecture + Design Scotland, Forestry Commission Scotland, Sustrans and Visit Scotland
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We know education.
Fun and easy to use, our online
Design Studio tool allows you
to experiment with colour.
Visit now at www.venesta.co.uk

Our design team has gone to town to create
spaces that challenge and delight young minds.
Lollipop, Surf and Genesis cubicle ranges are
perfect combinations of fun, safety and hygiene.

Safety features

Excellent service

We know washrooms.
Call 01474 353333 www.venesta.co.uk
10-year guarantee

Low-level doors

We know washrooms.
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ASPECTS OF JAPAN’S ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE

HIMEKI ROOF (CHRIS LEWIS)

JAPAN HOLDS A PARTICULAR FASCINATION FOR MANY
ARCHITECTS BUT ATTENTION INVARIABLY FOCUSES ON
CONTEMPORARY VISIONARIES SUCH AS TADAO ANDO
AND KENGO KUMA. HAVING UNDERTAKEN A RECENT
VISIT TO JAPAN, MARK COUSINS RIAS EXAMINES THE

ORIGINS OF JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE AND IDENTIFIES
SOME SEMINAL WORKS FROM THE 16TH-19TH
CENTURIES. THIS IS THE SECOND AND CONCLUDING
PART OF HIS ERUDITE ESSAY.
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EARLY JAPAN: 16-17TH CENTURIES
The Edo period (1603 – 1868) is usually regarded as a time of
consolidated feudalism in Japan but it sparked a remarkable
period of architectural innovation defined by two very disparate
projects - Nikkō and Katsura. Each represents a particular
polarity in Japanese aesthetics. The former is blatantly garish
and wilfully extravagant, especially when compared to the paredback, understated elegance of the latter. One is a riot of decorative
dragons, birds and flowers, picked-out in vermillion and gold leaf
whilst the other presents a tightly-controlled essay, comprising an
orthogonal assembly of sliding doors, translucent paper screens
(shoji) and clay walls.
The Katsura Imperial Villa (circa 17th century) has been likened
to a Mondrian-like painting by some Western visitors but such
simplistic analogies fall far short of the deeper nuances embedded
in this multi-layered design. In 1933, the German architect Bruno
Taut (1880-1938) visited Japan and wrote a number of influential
articles on the diversity of its historic architecture. He lauded
Katsura as a minimalist masterpiece, whereas Nikkō was ridiculed
as “…novel bric-a-brac”. Taut, of course, was an arch-modernist
with a particular agenda to promote and his eloquent enthusiasm
for Katsura proved highly influential in the West. He praised it as
“…a completely isolated miracle in the civilized world. [The villa] is
absolutely modern and of complete validity for any contemporary
architecture.”
Taut’s prejudice against ornamentation and his trenchant
criticism of Nikkō unsettled the Japanese architectural profession
and disproportionally skewed attitudes to their own indigenous
heritage for several decades. The indulgent, polychromatic excesses
of Nikkō, however, did appeal to aesthetes such as Edward Morse,
an American Orientalist, who waxed lyrical about the “…minute
ornamentation, the intricate wood carving and the thousand
details that cannot be recorded.”
The original Nikkō complex was completed around 1619 and is
a hybrid mix of Shinto shrine, Buddhist temple and mausoleum.
It lies 125km north of Tokyo and encompasses a number of
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interconnected sites, including the Tōshō-gū, Taiyū-in, Rinno-ji
and the Futarasan Shrine. Visitors arrive via the Sacred Bridge
(1636), which crosses the Daiyagawa river before passing under a
massive stone gateway (torii). Set amid a heavily-forested hillside,
the disposition of the various buildings, including pagoda,
storehouse, library and bell tower, appears random but subtly
draws the visitor past a number of architectural set pieces which
unfold “…like a gigantic picture scroll.”
The Tōshō-gū mausoleum was built to honour the powerful
shogun Tokugawa Ieyasu (1543 – 1616), who established Japan’s
most enduring dynasty and, having ruled for more than 250 years,
was duly deified to protect his descendants from evil. Throughout
the early 17th century, the shogunate was eager to commission
prestigious projects to underline its economic and political power.
So, only a few decades after its completion, a small army of skilled
artisans, carpenters and artists were engaged to transform Nikkō
under the supervision of the Shōgun’s resident artist Kanō Tan’yū.
Most of the original structures, including the famous Yomei-mon
Gate, were reconstructed, remodelled, expanded and embellished.
This wholesale makeover exercise extended to more than 30
different structures, with most being transformed by exquisitelypainted murals, often inlaid with gold or silver leaf. No expense
was spared and the applied decorative motifs included carved
phoenix, resplendent egrets, white cranes, mandarin ducks, lion
medallions and undulating Chinese-style gables.
The adjacent Taiyu-in mausoleum complex is slightly smaller
than Tōshō-gū and betrays the ascendancy of Zen Buddhist,
rather than Shinto, rituals. It commemorates Ieyasu’s grandson,
Tokugawa Iemitsu, and is considered aesthetically superior due
to advances in construction and carving techniques. At Nikkō
the tall cryptomeria trees are employed to create enclosure and
provide an impressive foil for the architectural “fireworks”. Nikkō’s
exuberantly-polychromatic architecture is known as gongenzukuri style, a reference to Tokugawa’s posthumous title, Dai
Gongen, and the Kitano Shrine in Kyoto is generally acknowledged
as the primary precedent. Taut may have belittled it as “…barbaric,
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RYOAN-JI (RDVARK)

overloaded Baroque” but such pejorative remarks are now afforded
little credence. Today, Nikkō is accepted as a gloriously-profligate
confection and duly lauded as a remarkable example of Japanese
craftsmanship.
PRE-MODERN JAPAN: 18-19TH CENTURIES
Japan entered the 19th century essentially unchanged from the
previous millennium. The Shōgun remained in absolute power,
bolstered by a fragile alliance with feudal warlords who, in turn, were
sustained by fanatically-loyal samurai. Japan’s self-willed isolation
began to crumble in 1853, however, following Commodore Perry’s
mission to establish diplomatic and trade links. Although the
Japanese people remained ethnically homogeneous and devoted
to the Emperor, a burgeoning secularism had developed and
sparked societal change. Significant reforms were subsequently
introduced during the Meiji Restoration, effectively signalling the
country’s belated engagement with the modern era.
Having excluded foreigners for some 200 years, the Vienna
International Exposition of 1873 was the Meiji regime’s first
attempt to promulgate the country overseas. Of course, many
Western intellectuals and artists had already succumbed to
eastern exoticism and the term “Japonism” was coined to convey
the ascendency of Japanese culture and aesthetics abroad. At the
Exposition, the Japanese opted to display a selection of artistic
wares and rare treasures but the Viennese public’s imagination
was captured by the construction of an authentic Shinto shrine
set within a traditional garden, complete with flowing water, stone
lanterns and an arched bridge.
A passion for gardens transcends borders, of course, but in
Japan the garden is venerated as a place of contemplation and a
tangible connection to the eternal. Horticultural practice is highly
sophisticated and gardens vary from the simple tea ceremony garden
(roji) to the expansive stroll garden for languid perambulation,
with Katsura being the apotheosis of this particular genre. Japan’s
most celebrated garden, however, is the abbot’s garden at Ryōan-ji,
which means “Temple of the Peaceful Dragon”.

This meditative Zen garden dates from the 15th century
and employs an abstract arrangement of 15 rocks set within a
rectangular expanse of raked sand. The compound measures only
15x31m and is delimited by an earthen wall (loam mixed with
rapeseed oil) on three sides. A verandah runs along the fourth
side and provides a platform for personal reflection and ascetic
enlightenment.
A more contemporary example, demonstrating the symbiotic
relationship between house and garden, is the Shofuso House.
Fabricated in Japan in 1953 using traditional techniques and
materials, the house was shipped across to New York where it was
reassembled and sited, temporarily, in the garden of the Museum
of Modern Art. This initiative by MOMA’s curator, Arthur Drexler,
proved hugely popular and the house was relocated to a permanent
setting in Philadelphia’s West Fairmount Park. Its design was based
on 17th-century shoin-zukuri precedents and reflects the enduring
influence of historic Japanese architecture in the development of
contemporary modern architecture.
During World War II, the Allied Forces deemed Kyoto’s
concentration of temples and historic architecture of international
significance and, therefore, exempt from the bombing raids which
wrought such destruction elsewhere in Japan. During the early
1800s, however, Kyoto suffered a succession of devastating fires
and earthquakes which decimated its existing housing stock.
These disastrous events spurred the evolution of a new housing
typology, the machiya.
These merchant houses were long, narrow, two-storey wooden
structures built by master carpenters and incorporating a shop
at the front with living quarters at the rear. The street frontage
was kept deliberately constricted to minimise the tax burden
and properties were set side-by-side in what was called a “bed
of eels” layout. Defining aspects of the machiya include wooden
lattice facades and “insect cage windows” (mushiko mado), which
combine visibility and security. Today, many surviving machiya
have been lovingly restored and remodelled as noodle restaurants,
sake bars and B&B accommodation.
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Lying to the east of Kyoto, the Kiyomizu-dera Temple
translates as “Temple of Clear Water”. Although established in
the 8th century, it has burnt down several times and most of the
current structures were rebuilt in the early Edo period. It enjoys a
dramatic setting on the steep slopes of Mount Higashiyama, with
a sizeable terrace extending out over a precipice. The supporting
structure comprises a lattice of substantial timber pillars and tie
beams, all assembled without any nails, carrying thick, cypress
flooring boards. The picturesque scene is further enhanced by
an abundance of cherry blossom in the spring and unsurpassed,
elevated views back towards the varied roofscape of ancient Kyoto,
punctuated by the occasional pagoda.
Buddhist temples proliferated across Japan during the Heian
period and generated a number of extended pilgrimage routes, on
which the conscientious pilgrim could gain merit in both this world
(health and wealth) and the next (eternal bliss). These meritorious
undertakings involved considerable time and expense and were,
consequently, largely outwith the scope of most peasant workers.
The Sazaedo Temple, however, represents an alternative
pilgrimage “journey”. Built in 1796, this hexagonal, three-storey
timber tower symbolises a holy “mountain”, with the conceit being
that worshippers ascend the tower in a clockwise direction before
descending the double-helix stepped ramp (a unique architectural
feature) and stopping at each of the 33 images of the Bodhisattva
Kannon en route. These sacred icons were lost during the antiBuddhist riots of the early Meiji period but Sazaedo, meaning “Sea
Snail Temple”, survived and, although little known in the West, is
duly recognised as a national treasure in Japan.
Constructing such complex buildings is never easy; the process
is time-consuming and complex with myriad challenges, including
the recruitment of teams of suitably- skilled craftsmen who can
cut stone, plane timber, resolve interfaces and carve details.
A forest of scaffolding is erected, using simple bamboo poles
lashed together, incorporating a network of ramps to facilitate
the handling and movement of materials. Rapid developments in
technology and building techniques also needed to be assimilated
and incorporated as appropriate. For example, Momoyama period
craftsmen discovered how to adorn clay roof tiles with gold leaf
to add some extra sparkle. Such industry and innovation reflects
Japanese architecture’s faltering engagement with the modern era.

MARK COUSINS

JAPAN

YOMEI-MON GATE, NIKKO

TAIYU-IN TEMPLE, NIKKO

POSTSCRIPT
Although architecture as a profession barely existed in Japan until the
late 19th century, the country’s remarkable architectural legacy has been
shaped by paradigm shifts in ideology, identity, culture and religion.
Commentators on Japan tend to recycle popular tropes concerning the
dichotomy between ancient (sliding screens and stone lanterns) and
modern (salary men and Shinkansen bullet trains). The challenge for
any outsider is to try to comprehend the underlying principles in order
to appreciate the subtlety of Japan’s historic architecture. Although my
itinerary encompassed Kyoto, Tokyo, Nikkō, Takayama, Kanazawa,
Ise and Nara, I sense that my own understanding remains stubbornly
embryonic. Nonetheless, I subscribe to the anthropologist Fosco
Maraini’s observation that “…the Japanese have always been modern.”
MARK COUSINS RIAS
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LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

MARGARET RICHARDS FRIAS

THE INCORPORATION’S LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD IS GIVEN TO THOSE ARCHITECTS WHO, IN THE
VIEW OF THE COUNCIL OF THE RIAS, HAVE MADE AN
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO ARCHITECTURE
IN SCOTLAND. THE RECIPIENT OF THE LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR 2014 IS AN INDIVIDUAL
WHOSE WORK IN LONDON AND SCOTLAND AND
WHOSE CONTRIBUTION TO THE CARE, CONSERVATION

AND RECORDING OF SCOTLAND’S ARCHITECTURE
DEMONSTRATE A LIFE-LONG COMMITMENT AND A
PASSION FOR BOTH THE STUDY AND THE PRACTICE
OF THE ‘MOTHER OF THE ARTS’. THE FACT THAT ALL
THIS IS DELIVERED WITH QUIET, GENTLE MODESTY
MAKES MARGARET RICHARDS FRIAS ALL THE MORE
REMARKABLE.
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NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

RIAS AWARDS DINNER

Margaret Richards (nee Brown) was born in Inverlochy, the
daughter of an engineer. After a peripatetic childhood, she
enrolled at Kingston School of Architecture at the age of 16. After
graduating in 1952 she worked for two years as an architect with
Powell & Moya in London, where she was the job architect for
one of the slab blocks of the Churchill Gardens, Pimlico housing
development and also worked on the designs for Mayfield School,
Putney.
In October 1954 Margaret joined Robert Matthew’s newly
established private practice in Edinburgh (later Robert Matthew,
Johnson-Marshall & Partners). It was initially planned that she
would be mainly involved in the practice’s New Zealand House
project in London but by 1955 she had already been allocated to
Scottish projects, including Kincardine Power Station, Turnhouse
Airport (1954-6) and the design of Crombie Hall for the University
of Aberdeen (1955-60).
In May 1958 Margaret married her co-worker in the Matthew
office, John Richards (our much missed Past President who
died in 2003). They spent six months travelling around Europe,
taking part in archaeological excavations in Crete and spending
three months at the British School in Rome. On their return,
Margaret worked part time at RMJM and was involved in projects
such as the unsuccessful 1959 competition entry for Churchill
College, Cambridge, and the 1957 competition scheme for Leith
Fort (which came second). For the Glasgow Hutchesontown,
Gorbals development she was sent to the Berlin Interbau housing
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demonstration project to examine a tower block by Dutch
architects Van den Broek and Bakema.
Margaret and John’s first child, Alan, was born in 1959,
followed by Kate in 1960, Lucy in 1965 and Jessica in 1968. It is
notable that all of the Richards’ offspring pursued creative careers,
with Alan becoming an architect, Kate a landscape architect, Lucy
a graphic designer (much of whose work is with architects) and
Jessica working with the National Theatre of Scotland. Mind you,
as Lucy recalls, in a childhood full of fun and encouragement there
was never such a thing as a beach holiday. Visits to archaeological
sites and ancient churches on camping trips in the South of France
were more the norm.
Amid the clamour of family life, Margaret somehow managed
to set up a practice on her own account in 1964 and also later
worked as an associate in the Richards practice. From 1978 she was
a tutor in architectural conservation at Edinburgh College of Art.
Margaret has been a council member of the Scottish Special
Housing Association and for a number of years was a member
of the Cases Panel and the National Committee of the AHSS.
A founding trustee and former Chair of the Lothian Building
Preservation Trust, she has served on the Historic Buildings
Council for Scotland, the Advisory Committee on Artistic Matters
of the Church of Scotland and on the International Committee
for Training of ICOMOS. She sits on Historic Scotland’s Steering
Group for the Dictionary of Scottish Architects.
NEIL BAXTER HON FRIAS

THE FRASER BRUCE GROUP
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CROSS-PARTY GROUP

THE BEST PLACES IN THE WORLD TO GROW UP?

A strategic objective of the Scottish Government is that “our
children have the best start in life and are ready to succeed.” This
is reflected in an ambition to make Scotland the best place in the
world to grow up in and a commitment to an early years agenda
and the Curriculum for Excellence. It is also evident in the recent
passage of the Children and Young People (Scotland) Bill through
the Scottish Parliament.
The meeting of the Cross-Party Group on Architecture and
the Built Environment on 25th February 2014, chaired by Linda
Fabiani MSP Hon FRIAS, invited debate on meaningful and
effective participation by young people. It was proposed that this
can help to create sustainable change in communities. The meeting
heard directly about the experience of different groups.
A group from Pilton, in Edinburgh, spoke about what makes
their area a great place to live. Typical of the comments were: “It’s
safe and not so much trouble as people make out” –“you can be
yourself, you won’t be judged” – “people are there for you” – “it’s
easy to make friends”. They suggested more community facilities,
particularly for teenagers, and more places to meet might improve
the area for them. The group recently participated in the “Our
Natural Capital” project, facilitated by Daisychain Associates with
partners, which reconnects young people from the periphery of
the city with Edinburgh’s centre and tells the story from their
perspective.
A group from Forfar Academy described how they had worked
with Space Unlimited, an organisation which brings young people,
public agencies and businesses together, on a “New Urban Voices”
project. This is intended to give young people the support to
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build a stronger voice for themselves and help them provide more
leadership in transforming the places where they live. They told
how they had participated in the design of the school campus
and had put forward new ideas, such as an eco-garden and new
reception areas. Originally interested only in “going along for
a skive”, they soon realised they could have a role to play and
be proud of their achievements. They were also able to change
perceptions of how children are judged because of their behaviour.
Hanneke Scott-van Wel, Director of Stone Opera, explained a
number of projects in which her practice designed and delivered
practical methods for engaging young people in the briefing
process for architecture in their neighbourhoods, for example
at Boroughmuir High School and the new Royal Hospital for
Sick Children in Edinburgh and in the national “Architecture for
Everyone” initiative. She spoke of the need to value the opinions
of young people and recognise their talent for coming up with
imaginative ideas for change. It is important to engage young
people in a meaningful way, she said, referring to deep frustration
when ideas and actions were stalled and reports shelved due to
lack of commitment, resources or political will.
Jenny Wood, a Phd researcher at Heriot-Watt University and a
volunteer with Planning Aid Scotland, provided an overview of the
relationship between young people and the planning system. Wood
noted that the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child highlights
“3 ‘p’s” as pillars that should be integrated into planning and other
policies. They are ‘protection’ of young people from harm, ‘provision’
of opportunities for young people and opportunities for young
people to ‘participate’ in the life of their places. Imagery (e.g. “no

OWEN COOK, SPACE UNLIMITED
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ball games” signs) indicated how environments for young people
are conditioned by an adult view of the world. However, although
emerging national planning policy notes how the built environment
is for everyone there are real and perceived barriers to effective
participation evident in the language of planning, the lack of
resources to properly engage with school age groups and an attitude
that children and young people are an impediment to engagement.
Summing up the opening presentation and discussion,
Diarmaid Lawlor, A+DS’ Head of Urbanism, expressed frustration
that we don’t listen often enough to young people. Referring to
A+DS’ “Learning Towns” programme, he recalled an example in
which a child’s observation that “the island is my school” led to a
radical review of how his school environment might be designed.
A number of key points have been identified based on the
discussions and presentations. These include:
•

•

•

•

promoting greater awareness of the rights of young people to
change places by participation, building on existing excellent
work by organisations across Scotland,
supporting parliamentary discussion on the Children and
Young People Bill as it relates to the issue of “place” and the
role of young people in changing it through participation,
encouraging Scottish places to become part of the “ChildFriendly Cities” initiative with meaningful opportunities for
young people to participate,
promoting design and participation skills within the
Curriculum for Excellence and using the Curriculum as a
means of engaging young people in their local places,

•
•

•
•
•

promoting practical methods of design-led participation for
young people and organisations to initiate and test change,
capturing and celebrating examples of good practice in
participation-led design by, and with, young people across
Scotland,
promoting participation as a core element of all public built
environment investment,
promoting leadership development in young people,
building positive awareness campaigns to tackle the perception
of “places” and the lives of people in them.

The concept of participation recognises that people are experts
about their own lives and best placed to inform change in the
design of their surroundings. The importance of participation was
captured in a closing comment from one of the young contributors
to the debate who remarked: “If I know that I helped to make it,
I’m going to want to stay and be more responsible”.
DIARMAID LAWLOR AND ERIC DAWSON RIAS
ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN SCOTLAND
ANYONE WISHING TO ATTEND A MEETING OR SIMPLY
LOOKING FOR MORE INFORMATION SHOULD CONTACT
EUGENE MULLAN FRIAS ON 0131 555 1414,
e.mullan@smith-scott-mullan.co.uk.
FURTHER DETAILS ON CPGS IN GENERAL CAN BE
FOUND BY VISITING THE FOLLOWING WEB PAGE:
www.scottish.parliament.uk/msps/41816.aspx
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CONVENTION 2014
CONVENTION 2014:

A VIEW LOOKING IN
Not being an architect, but having worked with the profession
on a number of occasions in public housing, urban renewal and
more recently social innovation and social entrepreneurship, I
was delighted to attend this year’s Convention. I hadn’t however
expected to be quite so inspired and infused with the hope that
perhaps, through architecture, there are possibilities to change the
shape of our society. Understanding more of the philosophy and
praxis of some of the more skilful, yet remarkably understated
exponents of the profession seems a good place to start. My
delight in attending the Convention became a privilege and
that’s not something that happens, other than very rarely, from
attending any professional conference.
It would be invidious to highlight any specific speaker’s
presentation, so I will refrain, other than to pay tribute to
the extraordinary knowledge and expertise that was evident
throughout. My professional work synthesises elements of
innovation, leadership, entrepreneurial behaviour and capacity
building on organisational and individual levels. Aspects of all of
these attributes were in abundance throughout the Convention.
The capacity to envision solutions to challenges, whilst retaining a
focus on the humanity and potential societal contribution of great
architecture infused each presentation.
The scale or context of the challenges which beset each of the
architects presenting highlighted their application of courage,
passion and the capacity to deliver. The range, from global projects
for sports or cultural ‘mega-events’, to effective and efficient
enhancements or revitalising inner city connectivity provided an
outsider with an intense awareness of the considerable respect
which should properly be generated when architects, working in
close collaboration with other professions and the end-users, ‘get
it right’.
Innovation and creativity are primary mechanisms towards
resolving current dilemmas created by unsustainable, monolithic
and mediocre ‘solutions’. True innovation embraces human
attributes such as curiosity, imagination and impact rather than
the simplistic and monotonous chasing of technological change
for its own sake. True innovation was certainly the star of this
show. What was also impressive was the ability of members of
a profession communicating essentially with its own, in language
and narrative that an outsider was able not only to understand but
learn from – if only it were so in other professions!
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What was also evident and may, on reflection, be regarded as a
common thread running through all the Convention presentations,
was the essential spirit of entrepreneurial thinking for its own
sake, distanced from the sad notion that entrepreneurial ability
is only about making money. There was real fascination in these
architects’ ability to re-perceive or re-frame elements from the
raw materials utilised or the underlying philosophy of ‘space and
place’. Perhaps the profession needs to think about how to better
communicate and to extend these capacities.
If there was a downside to these two special days it was less
heartening to hear of the difficulties that many among the new
talent pool suffer. Good to know however that your professional
institutes so stalwartly resist the tyranny of free or cheap labour
dressed up as ‘internships’ or ‘placements’.
Uniquely it was a pleasant experience to leave a conference
with such a sense of hope. The design and orchestration of the
whole event brought together an exceptional range of creative
talents. If collaborative innovation, engaging the social economy,
and empathic design are to contribute to a better society and a
more sustainable economy then the Convention certainly gave
this outsider a deep sense of inspiration. This type of gathering
buttresses hope in constrained times. Policies and strategies
for deeper and broader engagement by the profession, such as
that which might be delivered by the forthcoming Festival of
Architecture and the Scottish Government’s Year of Innovation,
Architecture and Design 2016 augur well for the future.
As one who respects and admires great architecture, having
witnessed how it can dramatically improve not only current lives
but the life chances of future generations, it was indeed a privilege
and inspiration to attend. Thanks to all involved for what I
learned. I commit to sharing this learning and the insights among
colleagues and changemakers in my own world whenever possible
for some time to come. Thanks to those who engaged in great
conversation during the Convention. For those in the profession
who didn’t attend, maybe think again next year?
MALCOLM HUTCHINSON
I2I - IDEAS TO IMPACT

WITH THANKS TO OUR CONVENTION SPONSORS

ALL IMAGES: MALCOLM COCHRANE
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GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART

The Greatest Building in
the World?

THE HORRIFIC FIRE, ON THAT MILD, LATE MAY
AFTERNOON, PROMPTED A RESPONSE FROM THE
PEOPLE OF GLASGOW, THE MEDIA AND FROM
ARCHITECTS AND ART LOVERS ACROSS THE GLOBE. IT
BECAME CLEAR, AS EVENTS UNFOLDED, THAT PEOPLE
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RESPONDED TO THE ‘MAC’ IN PERIL QUITE DIFFERENTLY
FROM HOW THEY MIGHT REACT TO THE THREATENED
DESTRUCTION OF ANY OTHER BUILDING. THIS WAS LIKE
A DEATH IN THE FAMILY. BUT WHY?
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART

Built in two distinct phases, between 1897 and 1909, Glasgow
School of Art is Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s acknowledged
masterpiece. There is nothing quite like this building anywhere
else. Yet uniqueness does not necessarily equate to greatness, so
the question, ‘ just what makes this building so internationally
important?’ is a legitimate one.
The Art School is not simply good. It has been described as
one of the first truly modern buildings in the world and it has
profoundly influenced the architects it has nurtured and those
architects and artists who have come to pay homage from all over
the world. This place is about more than architecture. Mackintosh
created something which was an all-embracing work of art,
an extraordinarily comprehensive and complete piece – every
element of it.
Perhaps the first thing to consider is the context of the School’s
creation. It’s client, Francis (Fra) Newbery, the School’s Director,
wanted a building to house what he was determined would be one

of the great art schools of the world. No standard, fussy, High
Victorian, Neo- Gothic, authoritarian Neo-Classical or trendy NeoMoorish for him. Commissioning Mackintosh, a rising, innovative
architect ensured he would achieve his goal.
Glasgow at the time was a city of great contrasts. Huge wealth
co-existed alongside the poverty and overcrowding of the working
poor. Yet there was a growing middle class, housed in the douce
West End in tenements in Dennistoun and Pollokshields and in
ever expanding, big villa, suburbia. And there was a keen appetite
for education and the applied arts. Newbery chose his moment well.
The building was built in two phases and reflects the transition
in Mackintosh himself. The first phase perhaps looks a little bit
back, it’s about Mackintosh’s take on the Arts & Crafts Movement
of the time. The Scottish influences are also strong. The first phase
followed themes which he had previously explored in the Glasgow
Herald building (now The Lighthouse). He wanted to create a
synthesis of Arts and Crafts and Scots Baronial. However it was
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GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART

in the second phase, with its crescendo in the magnificent Library,
that his genius was truly off the leash.
By the second phase Mackintosh is very much at the top
of his game. He is a truly great international architect. He has
travelled, he has been involved in the European Modernist
architectural debate of his time and he is synthesising a whole
number of ideas. This was a time of great ferment, of technological
and architectural innovation. He brings all of that together. So
the result is a technical and an artistic tour de force, that’s what
everybody responds to. While its elevations display the evolution
in Mackintosh’s thinking, the composition is unified. In fact, only
those forewarned of its decade-long genesis would be aware on
visiting the building that it wasn’t a simultaneous gathering of
diverse inspirations.
The entrance, an embrace in curving stonework, gives into a
low ceilinged pillared hallway, drawing visitors towards a staircase
within a timber enclosure and towards the intense natural light
that drives down through it. To the left and right students and staff
fan off towards their workplaces, the north-facing studios, whose
spartan spaces have prompted some of the most internationally
recognised creativity to emerge from Scotland in the last 105 years.
The first real ‘wow’ moment is when the staircase brings you up
towards the gallery above (known as the Museum). At first floor
level the same, legible plan draws visitors forward to the Director’s
suite, where the original furniture has welcomed staff, visiting
artists, academics, architects and dignitaries down the decades
and off to studios and offices to left and right.
It is perhaps of the more private, working, spaces, of the
building that those who feel the greatest sense of affection for ‘the
Mac’ , the generations of students and tutors who have enjoyed
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its quirks and moments of magic, have the strongest sense of
ownership. The gaps in the central spine up the linking stairs which
run up the full height of the building at either end of the long
corridors, the metal ‘hangers’, in the upper levels, which substitute
for more traditional, ground-up, structure, and the famous ‘henrun’, everyone’s special private space.
However, until 23rd May 2014, it was at the end of the corridor
which runs westward off the great gallery that what many would
describe as Mackintosh’s greatest work of art in architecture, was
to be found. The Library was an extraordinary space, its great oriel
windows rising through three storeys, its lighting, furnishing,
fixtures, fittings, bookcases, gallery rails, in fact every element
the product of Charles Rennie’s fertile imagination. Fired by the
work of the proto-Modernists in Europe and influences from the
Orient, courtesy of JM Whistler and others, he created his dark
wooded glade, infused with light from the west.
Each element in this complex composition was exquisitely
made by craftsman of consummate skill, under Toshie’s watchful
eye. In a building full of highlights and from a life full of creativity
this was the crescendo, Mackintosh’s greatest moment - a room
where, for a century, the world came to gasp, in quiet wonder.
Yet he only used the materials and skills that were to hand.
The materials handling skills in Glasgow at that time were as good
as would ever be found, anywhere. Glasgow’s strong tradition
of shipbuilding and fitting out is apparent in the structure and
the details. Mackintosh exploited the contemporary Glasgow
technology of working with metal. One reason why the building
stood so firm is that it’s a very solidly built structure. So while we
saw the destruction of so much timber fabric, thank heaven that
90% of the structure and 70% of the internal fabric is intact.
Of all the destruction of that dreadful day the Library provokes
the greatest sense of loss. Yet because the building itself has
been an educational tool, meticulously studied, there are superb
measured studies of every aspect, the Library perhaps more than
any other. So the information is there. Archaeological work is
ongoing and the meticulous working through the debris will all
contribute to the remaking. The philosophy of that remaking has
yet to be agreed. Pristine or patinated? Whatever approach is
adopted there is consensus that it must be “done right”. We owe it
to generations past and more especially to those yet to come.
NEIL BAXTER HON FRIAS
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NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

CABINET SECRETARY HONOURS FIREFIGHTERS OF GSA FIRE

MEMBERS OF THE SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE JOIN CABINET
SECRETARY, FIONA HYSLOP MSP, PROFESSOR TOM INNS, DIRECTOR OF
GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART AND IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS

This year’s RIAS Awards saw a unique presentation to the
firefighters who battled the tragic fire at Glasgow School of Art
on 23rd May. Making the presentation, the Cabinet Secretary,
Fiona Hyslop MSP, commented,

To see the Mackintosh building on fire was a truly horrible
experience. As I watched events unfold on television and saw those
enormous flames appear at the top of Renfrew Street, the thought,
in particular, of that beautiful library, our library, also on fire inside
was almost too much to bear.
I say ‘our’ library - because the School of Art is a building which is
exceptionally loved and, in a sense, owned by the people of Scotland.
It is unique. It is precious. It is a vital part of the identity of Glasgow
and of Scotland as a whole.
But the School of Art is much more than Scotland’s alone. In the
history of world architecture, the importance of the building and its
SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

contents is simply immeasurable.
The fire fighters who fought that blaze tirelessly day and night
were all acutely aware of the building’s heritage.
They knew its importance and how much it is loved by the people
of Scotland – and because of this, they pursued a strategy for which
we are forever indebted. They battled to preserve as much as they
could - and they did this beyond the point of exhaustion.
CABINET SECRETARY FIONA HYSLOP MSP
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BARCELONA

STIRLING WORK - FROM GAUDI TO MEIER (VIA EMBT)

The Stirling Society of Architects recently organised a study tour to
Barcelona with 13 members of the Chapter making the trip over to
Catalonia. Arriving into Barcelona late the first evening, there was
little time to do anything other than visit a highly recommended
tapas bar and get an authentic taste of the city!
The first stop next morning was Antonio Gaudi’s iconic Sagrada
Familia in the heart of the Old City. Despite being shrouded in
scaffolding, the structure didn’t fail to impress and set the mood
for the meeting with the College of Catalonian Architects. Held
in the Col-legi d’Architects de Catalunya (COAC) building, which
is situated just across from Barcelona Cathedral, a representative
from the COAC explained what Barcelona’s architecture had to
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offer. The future of architecture in Catalonia and Scotland was
discussed, including the impact that independence may have.
A letter from First Minister Alex Salmond was presented and
an invitation asking the COAC to visit Scotland extended, with
emphasis placed on a visit during the 2016 Festival of Architecture.
After lunch at the Santa Caterina market, we proceeded to
the EMBT studios where an in-depth tour of the offices was given
by Joan Callis Hon FRIAS, the project director of the Scottish
Parliament Building. He took particular time to show the detailed
models used in competition entries and to develop projects.
Benedetta Tagliabue Hon FRIAS, the widow of the late Scottish
Parliament architect Enric Miralles Hon FRIAS, engaged in a brief
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discussion with the Chapter, noting in particular the controversy
surrounding the Holyrood building.
The following day, the group took the opportunity to
experience more of the city’s architecture, as advised by the
COAC. Taking a tour, stops included the works of Gaudi, Santagio
Calatrava’s Olympic Flame and Herzog & de Meuron’s Barcelona
Forum. The most popular stop by far, however, was Mies van der
Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion, which sits at the foot of the Montjuic
hill. From that location there is a spectacular view up to the Palau
Nacional. At the right place, both the Barcelona Pavilion and the
Palau Nacional can be beheld simultaneously. In the evening,
the group returned to Montjuic hill to the Magic Fountains

show, which pumps 2,600 litres of water per second through the
fountains in a sequence synchronised to music.
Before leaving Barcelona on the final day, the group headed
out to Richard Meier’s Museum of Contemporary Art. It was
apparent Meier has had a dramatic impact on the once rundown
area, developing an external square full of energy, which is evident
from simply standing in the square and witnessing the bustle of
a Sunday afternoon. Sadly, our time ran out in Barcelona but all
agreed it was a great trip with fantastic company.
LOUISE FIELDS
SECRETARY SSA
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IN THE SECOND BARCELONA TRIP OF THIS QUARTERLY,
A GROUP OF STRATHCLYDE STUDENTS AND TUTORS
DESCENDED ON THE CATALAN CAPITAL AND SOME
OF ITS LEADING ARCHITECTS TO EXPLORE THE

EXTRAORDINARY CONTRIBUTION THAT SPAIN’S
SECOND CITY CONTINUES TO MAKE TO EUROPEAN
ARCHITECTURE.
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STUDENTS
BARCELONA: A SCOTTISH SALUTE TO THE
CATALAN CAPITAL

“Oh you work in Barcelona? What a perfect city for architecture!”
Usually, expressions like these are coupled with musings about
Gaudi and the Sagrada Familia. In the same way that Glasgow’s
architecture is naturally associated with Mackintosh and his
School of Art, Gaudi’s work is also emblematic, working in, and
for, its city.
However, I was expecting to experience a wider range of the
architectural identity of the Catalan capital and its surroundings
following the arrival of the group of architecture students and
staff from the Strathclyde School of Architecture on the fourthyear trip to Barcelona. I was also looking forward to being part of
such an interesting group as well as seeing some familiar faces and
hearing some even more familiar accents!
Being based in Barcelona and able to speak Spanish qualified me
to help organise some aspects of the trip. I enjoyed the opportunity
to be involved behind the scenes as well as participating in the
overall student experience.
Problems with fog in London proved that no matter how
organised you may be, there is always the possibility that things
will not go to plan. Only one tutor, Barnabas Calder, arrived
directly in the city while the others had to detour through Madrid.
But, in true Strathclyde fashion, we carried on as best we could. It
was a stroke of good luck that I was able to use my local knowledge
to guide everyone to our starting point.
As a first introduction to the city we toured the EMBT office,
which gave us a brief insight into the running of an international
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practice. With EMBT’s direct links to Scotland, after their design of
the Scottish Parliament Buildings, and to Strathclyde after A@131
invited Benedetta Tagliabue Hon FRIAS to open their degree show
last year, this was a special experience. Having seen some of their
projects being worked on in the office it was an honour to hear
directly from Joan Callis Hon FRIAS, who was heavily involved
in the Holyrood project. He gave a presentation about some of
EMBT’s most prominent projects, including the Santa Catarina
Market and a new Maggie’s Centre.
The second day began with an action-packed schedule. The
morning involved a lot of walking, which, without a doubt, is the
best way to experience the city. The juxtaposition of important
works of architecture amongst older, run-down, buildings allowed
us the opportunity to stumble upon great pieces of architecture
within the context of the real city.
The highlight of Friday had to be the tour of the currentlyunopened Disseny Hub by David Mackay Hon FRIAS, a partner at
MBM. This led to a most welcome walk through the Port Olympic
masterplan area, designed and implemented by MBM as part of
Barcelona’s development for the 1992 Olympic Games. Through
explaining the background, theories and intentions for the site,
David Mackay gave us a new appreciation of that particular area
of the city.
By the end of this exhausting day we had not only seen many
buildings but had had debates and discussions at each stop.
Personally, I found that exposure to opposing views gave me more
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insight than just being told the facts about individual projects.
We saw waterfalls cascading, streets full of people, buildings
reflecting the sunlight and, according to one of our guides, one
tower “shimmering” above all others. All of these visits were
highly-relevant for fourth-year students as the itinerary had been
carefully choreographed to relate to their design studio projects. In
fact, the day culminated in the visit to a bathhouse in a city park,
a direct reference to “To Care”, their current design studio project.
A perfect antidote to the packed Friday was spending a
gentle Saturday morning at the summit of Montjuic. Basking in
the morning sunshine, we all took a moment to look over this
remarkable cityscape and appreciate where we were. However, we
were soon motoring beyond the city boundary on our chartered bus
to visit places off the beaten track. This began with Gaudi’s sublime
Crypte de la Colonia Guell, a UNESCO World Heritage Site since
2005. Although the Sagrada Familia will always be Gaudi’s most
famous piece, Colonia Guell is a hidden, and unfortunately forever
unfinished, gem where he brought together all of his architectural
innovations for the first time. Following this, we took the journey
to Igualada, the cemetery designed by Miralles/Pinós and the place
where Enric Miralles now rests. Usually, visiting a cemetery would
not be particularly pleasant but the way in which the atmosphere
changed from a worn-down industrial estate to a place of calm and
reflection was remarkable.
After winding up to the breath-taking Montserrat (serrated
mountain) to have lunch next to the monastery, we returned to

Plaça Espanya in Barcelona. Suitably, the official end of the trip
was at the German Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe. After
many new discoveries and an exhausting trip, it was welcome to
see a building which of many of us knew, albeit mostly in print
form.
As staff and students alike were preparing to head back to
Glasgow, or directly to Chile to teach, in the case of the fourthyear director David Reat RIAS, I felt privileged to have learned so
much in such a short space of time from some of the best academic
staff I have been taught by, including Fiona Bradley and Gordon
McGregor.
So the prospect of returning to normality was upon me, which
luckily involves enjoying a bit more sunshine than I have been
used to in Glasgow! I am now looking forward to returning to
Scotland with more knowledge and enthusiasm than I had before,
ready and eager to complete my studies among the remarkable
people at Strathclyde.
DION CORBETT

DION CORBETT IS A YEAR-OUT STUDENT AT THE
STRATHCLYDE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, CURRENTLY
WORKING IN BARCELONA.
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Crafting the beauty of wood since 1872
Sturrocks Joinery is recognised as one of the finest producers of crafted timber
components in Scotland. Our combination of traditional craftsmanship together
with the finest materials and cutting edge technology enables us to create stunning
timber components for our clients.
Whether your project is new build or historic restoration, modern contemporary or
timeless classic we have the breadth of experience and capability to craft timber
components that will be the feature piece of your client’s home for generations.

INSTALLATIONS THROUGHOUT SCOTLAND
We are currently running seminars for architects
- contact us for more information.

Sturrock’s Joinery, Whigstreet, Kirkbuddo, Forfar DD8 2NN
T: 01307 820209 | F: 01307 820289 | E: info@sturrocksjoinery.com

w in d ow s | d o o rs | sta i rs | h a n dra i ls | p a n elled room s

www.sturrocksjoinery.com

MARK COLLITON
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TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN – ‘LIBRARIES’
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Born in 1954, Kengo Kuma forms part of
a select cohort of contemporary Japanese
architects, including Ishigami, Fujimoto
and Sejima, who argue in favour of “weak”
buildings to engender a more nuanced
interface with the natural environment.
They refute the notion of “firmness” and
abhor the country’s adoption of, arguably
crass, American values, especially in terms
of residential models and lifestyles.
Kuma seems to subscribe to an almost
quasi-Old Testament perspective and cites
the Tōhoku 2011 earthquake as some sort
of divine retribution. He wants to restore a
sense of balance and rekindle the traditional
belief in the spirits as guardians of place,
somewhat akin to Plato’s concept of “chora”.
His work is essentially anti-object and
anti-monumental and aligns with Bruno
Taut’s assertion that Japan’s architecture is
essentially about relationships, rather than
form. The emphasis is to generate a “quiet”
architecture to establish a meaningful
rapport between nature and the landscape
as well as the craftsmen involved and their
materials.
Kuma’s ambition is to “…create a
condition that is as vague and ambiguous as
drifting particles.” His built work displays
an incredible precision in its construction
and often employs an assemblage of
small-scale elements – particles - which

are then repeated many times over. The
Ginzan Onsen Fujiya Ryokan, for example,
has a vast screen, composed of delicate
4mm-wide bamboo strips totalling some
1.2 million pieces, which moderates the
daylight and mediates the view.
It is refreshing to see how Kuma
embraces and engages with vernacular
motifs and materials but he always imbues
them with a subtle twist or ingenious
deviation. The principal façade of the
Yusuhara Marché, for example, comprises
86 substantial blocks of thatch, strapped to
an inner frame of bamboo, which can rotate
individually to assist ventilation.
Thames + Hudson should be
commended for producing a sumptuous
monograph which runs to 320 pages and
features 25 projects arranged into three
sections;
Water-Glass,
Wood-GrassBamboo and Stone-Earth-Ceramic. The
accompanying text is minimal but Professor
Frampton provides an insightful essay
which acts as an expansive introduction
to those unfamiliar with Kuma’s particular
obsessions. Despite its subtitle, the book
cannot really lay claim to being an ‘oeuvre
complète’. Admittedly, it does include a
chronological list of works - although no
mention of Dundee’s new V+A building but it is surprising not to see key projects
such as the Suntory Museum of Art in
Tokyo or quirky little projects such as the
Starbucks outlet in Dazaifu.
Readers who enjoy this book might
also like to invest in an elegantly-designed
Japanese publication called Studies in
Organic: Kengo Kuma + Associates (2009)
which features an eclectic mix of major
cultural projects and esoteric tea houses.
Kuma’s stated aim is to “…create architecture
that confronts and fuses with the earth” and
both monographs should convince even
the most sceptical Dundonian that we are
indebted to the V+A for their foresight in
commissioning this visionary architect to
take forward such a significant project for
Scotland.
MARK COUSINS RIAS

LIBRARIES
BJARNE HAMMER
ROADS PUBLISHING
£40.00
Libraries is one of two titles in a “Visual”
series by Roads Publishing. The second is
Theatres and the stated aim of both is to
showcase spaces which reflect the culture in
which they are located.
The book has been structured to allow
the reader to circumnavigate the globe
through architecture. This is perhaps more
interesting than if it had been structured
chronologically as it highlights the sitespecific importance of the designs. It
also means there are some unexpected
architectural neighbours in the book;
Michaelangelo’s Lauretian Library is just a
few pages from Schmidt Hammer Lassen’s
“Black Diamond”.
Danish architect Bjarne Hammer
(Schmidt Hammer Lassen) provides the
foreword. Since the late 1980s, the firm
has built its reputation on arts (including
library) buildings. The practice has three
libraries featured in this volume including,
most recently and locally, the Sir Duncan
Rice Library in Aberdeen in 2012.
The book’s emphasis lies in interpreting
images of the buildings, with many of
the photographs larger than A4. The text
beside each example is short but also has
German, French and Spanish translations.
That the text avoids commenting on the
architectural merit of individual libraries
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THE BLACK DIAMOND, ROYAL LIBRARY OF DENMARK
- RALPH RICHTER

SAINTE-GENEVIEVE LIBRARY - LAIF/ CAMERAPRESS

PHILOLOGICAL LIBRARY, FREE UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN - BENJAMIN ANTONY MONN/ ARTUR IMAGES

HALMSTAD CITY LIBRARY - ADAM MØRK

is, I feel, correct as that would contradict
the aims of the book - for readers to draw
their own conclusions after reading the
insightful foreword and viewing each of the
images.
In the foreword, Hammer cites an
urban sociologist from the late 1980s, Ray
Oldenburg, as attributing the importance
of the library in society as being the
“Third Space”, with home and work being
the first and second. It is interesting to
think of the library still functioning as an
important sociological space, preventing
isolation and helping to form, or even reform, communities. One of my personal
highlights is Parque Biblioteca Espana,
Columbia (Gianocarlo Maizzanti, 2007),

The book succeeds in showcasing
libraries which emulate a society’s culture.
The images of Book Mountain (MVRDV,
2012) and TV Delft Library (Mecanoo,
1997) clearly reveal their popularity as
spaces for local people which just happen
to contain books. Since architecture is a
global profession, the book also highlights
the cross-cultural fertilisation of architects,
such as the Danish in Aberdeen and the
Dutch in Birmingham. Again, the publishers
leave readers to decide for themselves
if local architects are the best placed to
provide libraries for their communities.

in which the explanatory text beside the
images goes further than architectural
and historical content to explain how large
boulders on the skyline emulate the stoic
determination of “The People”.
Within recent UK history, libraries
have been subjected to closure. It seems
prudent, therefore, to speculate why Roads
would publish a book on libraries at this
time. Hammer asks this question in his
foreword and hints that the answer may
lie in the fact that in a commercially-driven
society, the library is non-invasive and,
perhaps, not trying to “sell” anything other
than knowledge. The architect, he notes,
has a key role to play as libraries can have
an impact on how communities interact.

ALL THESE NEW TITLES ARE AVAILABLE AT THE RIAS BOOKSHOP,
15 RUTLAND SQUARE, EDINBURGH; BY MAIL ORDER (0131 229 7545);
OR ONLINE AT WWW.RIAS.ORG.UK/BOOKSHOP

ALISON GREENSHIELDS RIAS
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TECHNICAL

THE LATEST NEWS FROM RIAS PRACTICE
IF YOU HAVE ISSUES YOU WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS
PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US.
MARYSE RICHARDSON, MANAGER: PRACTICE
0131 229 7545 MRICHARDSON@RIAS.ORG.UK
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PRACTICE UPDATE

CONTRACTS UPDATE

PLANNING NEWS

APPOINTMENT DOCUMENTS: SCA/2014 DRAFT
PROPOSAL

GUIDANCE ON THE ROLE OF COUNCILLORS IN PREAPPLICATION PROCEDURES

The RIAS Contracts Committee has been preparing a new version
of the SCA/2000 – SCA/2014 - which will be compatible with
the new RIBA Plan of Work and will be available in the autumn.
Practices should note that the current version of the SCA/2000
will be maintained to offer choice.

Badged jointly by the Scottish Government, COSLA and the
Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life, Guidance on
the Role of Councillors in Pre-Application Procedures is now available
to download. It provides guidance to local authorities on locallyagreed and adopted procedures for pre-application discussions.
The guidance can be found on the Built Environment section
of the Scottish Government website http://www.scotland.gov.uk/
under Planning Authorities Documents.

NEW GUIDANCE
The RIAS Contracts Committee has also been working on a
number of Practice Notes, which have been published in Practice
Information. They include:
CLIENTS’ REQUEST FOR CML
This followed a number of recent queries from practitioners with
small developer clients who were requesting a CML certificate at
the end of the construction period when this service had either not
been requested or had been declined at the time of the architect’s
appointment.
NEGATIVE CERTIFICATES
Under JCT/SBCC Standard Building Contracts an architect’s
interim certificate does not make provision for the architect to
certify a payment from the contractor to the employer. This Practice
Note reviews recent case law to advise contracts administrators.
APPROPRIATE USE OF RIAS STANDARD FORMS OF
APPOINTMENT
This provides general guidance for architects, clients and the
industry in general. For more in-depth information on Design and
Build appointments, members should refer to Practice Note FI1222
Design and Build and Design Team Appointments, which has been
recently updated. Practices are reminded that the use of Standard
Forms, without amendment, is recommended.

ISoCaRP WORKSHOP IN DUNDEE
Hugh W J Crawford FRIAS, Convener of the RIAS Planning Committee,
writes:
The International Society of City and Regional Planners, based
in the Hague, came back to Scotland for a workshop meeting in
Dundee, on the 9-11 May. It was 20 years ago that the ISoCaRP
Congress met in Glasgow, with delegates from around the world
who came to consider the theme of City Regions and Well-Being.
With the backing of the RIAS and the RTPI in Scotland, the
Dundee theme was similar, looking to the City Region of Dundee,
Perth and the Tay Valley.
The international group developed the theme of “The Realism
of Implementation with the Engagement of Local Resources”.
Dundee has prominent mention in the National Planning
Framework 3, where the regeneration of the Waterfront has been
going on for some decades but, in recent times, has picked up pace
and impetus.
The presentations covered the policy framework within which
the regeneration plans were being driven enthusiastically forward,
from the NPF 3, to the Tayplan, the proposals for the waterfront
and the urban design skills which will reunite the city centre to
the waterfront. In the course of hearing about the way forward,
the workshop groups looked at the mechanisms at work in the
process of redevelopment and recovery. Colin Doig RIAS, as the
local Chapter President, showcased the work of local architects.
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PRACTICE UPDATE
For further details of The Farrell Review and to download the
report: www.farrellreview.co.uk

CONSERVATION UPDATE

BUILDINGS AT RISK TOOLKIT
A new Buildings at Risk Toolkit has been published as part of an
initiative funded by Historic Scotland and managed by The
Architectural Heritage Fund. It guides on ways to tackle Scotland’s
most endangered historic buildings in response to the Scottish
Government’s National Performance Framework Indicator for the
historic environment.
The toolkit consists of a suite of texts on a range of matters
relating to buildings at risk, each of which can be downloaded
as PDF files. The toolkit is aimed mainly at those engaging with
buildings-at-risk cases and contains technical and practical
information and guidance gathered from a range of sources. It
may also be of value to architects with an interest in built heritage
matters, as it brings together information not readily accessible
elsewhere.
The toolkit can be accessed via the following link:
www.buildingsatrisk.org.uk/toolkit

GENERAL PRACTICE

RIAS SITE SIGNBOARDS
Practices are reminded that the RIAS site signboards are only
available from RIAS-licensed manufacturers. Our chosen suppliers
comply with the requirements and rules of the RIAS. Other
manufacturers do not have permission to use the RIAS artwork.
You can access the guidance on the RIAS website at the
following address www.rias.org.uk/members/site-signboards/

THE FARRELL REVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE + THE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Sir Terry Farrell was approached by Ed Vaizey, Minister for Culture,
Communications and the Creative Industries, in 2013 to undertake
a national review of architecture and the built environment. Along
with his team at Farrell’s and a panel of 11 industry leaders with a
breadth of experience that covers education, outreach, urbanism,
architecture, property and philosophy, the review has now been
published.
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CALL FOR EVIDENCE REGARDING THE REGULATION
OF ARCHITECTS AND THE ARCHITECTS
REGISTRATION BOARD
As featured in the Practice Bulletin in April, the Department for
Communities and Local Government (DCLG) launched its call for
views on the regulation of architects.
An online survey asked for views on three distinct subject
areas; the case for the regulation of architects; different models
of regulating architects and evaluating the current model of
regulation and the Architects Registration Board. The RIAS
prepared a corporate response, with the main points summarised
below:
REGULATION:
The RIAS strongly supports the continued regulation of architects
in the public interest. There is no compelling case to change the
current structure. However, architects’ regulation could be carried
out more effectively and efficiently.
PROTECTION OF TITLE AND USE OF THE TITLE
ARCHITECT:
The RIAS supports protection of function. We believe that it
best serves public interest if only individuals with appropriate
qualifications are allowed to execute the functions of an
architect. This form of regulation exists in several other European
jurisdictions and ensures that individuals of lesser skill and
qualification and derivatives do not offer a lesser service while
misleading the public into believing they are being served by an
architect.
We appreciate that the longstanding status quo in the UK
is protection of title. We believe that this too is beneficial and,
pending further consideration by Government regarding the
potential benefits of protection of function, believe that continuing
protection of title offers a necessary minimum assurance to the
UK public.
The RIAS, therefore, reaffirms its support for the maintenance
of statutory protection of the title ‘architect’ and the protection
of title through an independent ARB, to protect the interest of
consumers in accordance with UK and EU legislation and directive.
DISCIPLINARY ROLE:
The RIAS supports the disciplinary role of the ARB. However
the RIAS view is that a number of prosecutions appear to target
small misdemeanours which are not serious breaches of the code.
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The RIAS would like to see a review of the operation of the ARB’s
disciplinary and prosecution process.

For further information on the FPA’s publications please visit the
following website: www.thefpa.co.uk/fpa_home/publications

ARB REGISTER OF ARCHITECTS:
The RIAS believes that the ARB should not expand its remit,
services or activities beyond the specific statutory roles.

NEW TITLES FOR SUMMER 2014

PRESCRIBING QUALIFICATIONS FOR ARCHITECTS:
The RIAS notes that the intention of The Architects Registration
Act 1997 was that the RIBA, which had set qualification criteria
and education criteria for education providers since 1863, would
remain the principal player in architectural education and that the
newly formed ARB would not duplicate this function. The RIAS
supports this position. RIBA validation is considered a worldwide
imprimatur.
The RIAS has noted that ARB’s own prescription of
qualifications for the register is a duplication of functions and
processes, is unhelpful to education providers, i.e. universities,
schools of architecture etc., and is costly and therefore unnecessary.

Chartered Practices have access to the Practice Library. New titles
available are listed below:
• Retrofit for Purpose: Low Energy Renewal of Non-Domestic
Buildings Penoyre & Prasad RIBA Publishing
• Rereadings: interior architecture and the design principles of
remodelling existing buildings Graeme Brooker & Sally Stone
RIBA Publishing
• 101 Rules of Thumbs for low energy Architecture Huw Heywood
RIBA Publishing
• Rough Guide to Sustainability 4th Edition Brian Edwards RIBA
Publishing
• BIM for Construction Health and Safety Stefan Mordue & Roland
Finch NBS publishing

A ministerial decision on architects’ regulation is scheduled for the
autumn.

MARYSE RICHARDSON
MANAGER: PRACTICE

BIM: THE SMALL PRACTICE PERSPECTIVE
This seminar took place in April at the Storytelling Centre in
Edinburgh. The RIAS worked with the RIBA to offer small practices
the opportunity to attend a tailor-made seminar.
The speakers’ presentations were followed by a series of
workshops hosted by three BIM software suppliers. Delegates
were given the opportunity to see how the software worked and
to ask suppliers questions about costs, training and hardware
requirements.
Information on the various BIM programs and the suppliers
who gave the presentations are below:
www.graphisoft.com/archicad
www.autodesk.co.uk/products/autodesk-revit-family/overview
www.vectorworks-training.co.uk

FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION – 2014
PUBLICATION
Further to e-PI 247 (January 2014), the Fire Protection Association
have now published Fire Risk Management in Heritage Properties.

Leading Door
Specialists

Manufacturers of:

Timber doors and door sets • Stairs • Furniture • Counters
Mouldings • Wall panels / skirtings / architraves

ecossedoors
4 MacDowall Street, Paisley PA3 2NB • 0141 840 2266
sales@ecossedoors.co.uk • www.ecossedoors.co.uk
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INSURANCE

IS BIM RISKY?
BIM has been with us for some time. However, while the Royal
Institute of British Architect’s (RIBA) Plan of Work 2013 is now
drafted to accommodate BIM-enabled projects, it was only last
October that the Scottish Government published its procurement
review, recommending that, in appropriate circumstances, Scottish
public sector construction projects should be adopting a BIM Level
2 approach by April 2017.
The fundamental characteristics of BIM are:
• the compiling of information to be shared within the
construction team,
• 3D modelling, beyond CAD drawings, to incorporate nongraphical data (e.g. costs and programming data),
• the ability to update shared information, even postcompletion.
To date, we have yet to come up with a universally-acceptable
definition of BIM. Keith Snook, former research director for the
RIBA, defined BIM as:
“…digital representation of physical and functional
characteristics of a facility, creating a shared knowledge resource
for information about it, forming a reliable basis for decisions
during its life cycle, from earliest conceptions to demolition.”
Unfortunately, some practically important questions present
themselves.
There are four levels of so-called BIM maturity. These are:
• Level 0: the most basic level, reliant upon 2D drawings,
typically shared in hard copy,
• Level 1: where CAD is used to create 2D or 3D drawings,
• Level 2: sometimes referred to as the “federated model”, Level
2 involves the collection of data from specific BIM databases,
possibly incorporating information such as costs and
programming;
• Level 3: the most advanced level, where all data is held on an
integrated web-based system and presented in a standardised
format across the construction team.
At Level 3, BIM-enabled projects can utilise 4D construction
sequencing, 5D costs information, or 6D project lifecycle
management information. So, in essence, at 4D the project is
using 3D CAD and a database that includes information about
timing (i.e. programming) for the project and, while Government
ambitions currently run to the incorporation of Level 2 BIM, Level
3 is already being used in Scotland. Brookfield Constructions’ UK
Consortium, selected for one of the largest UK hospitals, is using
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4D collaborative programming to deliver the 170,000m2, £840m
New South Glasgow Hospital Campus.
PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS AND THE POTENTIAL
INSURANCE IMPLICATIONS OF USING BIM
From a professional appointment perspective, the current wisdom
is that Level 2 BIM-enabled projects will require few BIM-related
amendments. As the reality of Level 3 BIM gains momentum,
several important changes may be required. These involve the
scale, value, and complexity of the project and the extent to which
relevant and/or appropriate levels of information are already
included.
Regarding the professional team appointment, is it sufficient
to merely incorporate the BIM protocol into an existing standard
form of contract, or scope of services? Importantly, it may be a
stipulation for the architect to comply with the requirements of
the BIM information manager.
The role of the BIM information manager requires thought,
• what is the appropriate scope of services?
• how do you go about keeping data secure and arranging access
it?
• what is the scope of liability for a BIM information manager?
• what powers are to be given to such a role to obtain information
that is comprehensive, of sufficient quality and delivered in a
timely manner?
Further, amendments may need to be made in respect of the
agreed insurance mechanism.
POTENTIAL LEGAL ISSUES
While it has been suggested that the use of BIM may result in
less risks for architects, primarily based on the presumption of
potential construction problems coming to light earlier than usual,
collaboration has the potential to spread the decision-making
beyond the traditional single point of contact/responsibility of the
lead designer. In addition, a situation can be envisaged in which
over-reliance on sophisticated technology could result in increased
(or unforeseen) risks. In Co-operative Insurance Society Ltd v Henry
Boot Scotland Ltd (2003) it was said that:
“Someone who undertakes … an obligation to complete a design
begun by someone else agreed that the result, however much
of the design work was done before the process of construction
commenced, would be prepared with reasonable care and skill.”

Furthermore, under English law, the concept of joint and
several liability means that, absent of contractual provision to the
contrary, if a claimant suffers a loss, they can choose to pursue
only one member of the design team for the full extent of those
losses. This creates particular difficulties if one party becomes
insolvent and/or has insufficient insurance cover in place. Does,
therefore, the collaborative nature of BIM expose architects to
potentially greater risks?
In addition to incorporating a Net Contribution Clause within
the architect’s appointment, it is also worth considering:
• risk transfer and liabilities,
• to what extent can BIM information be relied upon (are there
inherent flaws to be considered?)
• who is responsible between the lead designer and information
manager?
• do the professional appointments now need to cater for
“horizontal liability” to others within the team?
• are fee structures going to emerge (or be appropriate) to
promote closer cooperation?
• what are the contractual limitations for information?
Alternative insurance options are available, such as single
project insurance. However, the current practice is to require both
consultants and contractors to maintain their own PII and/or
all risks insurance. However, on the basis that BIM is viewed as
just the latest development tool in the design process, it is not
immediately apparent why BIM-related activities should not be
covered under existing PI policies.
Be that as it may, BIM modelling does raise the potential to blur
the traditional lines of responsibility, making risk allocation (and
transfer) more challenging. With the prospect of Level 3 BIM being
used with greater frequency and changes by one design consultant
automatically being carried through to another designer’s work,
it seems that liabilities once well established may require further
judicial refinement.
SUSAN RICCIO & ROBERT MORRIS
MARSH LTD

LLM
Construction
Law
This course is designed both
for lawyers seeking greater
understanding of the processes and
management of construction projects
and Construction, Architects and
Engineering professionals whose work
involves them in any of the various
stages of major construction projects
from commissioning to completion.
Start Date: September 2014
Mode of Study: Full-Time or Part-Time
(Classes will be taught by a combination
of evening lectures and webcasts)

T: 0141 548 5820
E: hass-courses-law@strath.ac.uk
Application and further information
can be obtained from:

www.strath.ac.uk/humanities/
courses/law/courses/
constructionlaw/

RIAS INSURANCE SERVICES
Tel 0131 311 4292 Fax 0131 311 4280
Email susan.riccio@marsh.com
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FINANCE

BUDGET UPDATE

LORRAINE MURRAY

CLEARLY, THERE ARE A FEW AREAS OF CHANGE
WHICH GIVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SAVINGS AND
RETIREMENT PLANNING. IF YOU WOULD LIKE
INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVICE ON ANY OF THESE
AREAS, PLEASE CONTACT RIAS PFS ON 0141 226 8866
OR EMAIL US AT FRAME@RIASPFS.COM.
RIAS PFS
Tel 0141 226 8866
Email info@riaspfs.com
Web www.riaspfs.com

LIGNE et COULEUR

“Prime Position” by Karen Cairns

The combination of late Autumn Statements and early Spring
leaks have left recent Budgets largely devoid of surprises. Most
pundits believed that the 2014 Budget would follow this trend, if
only because the deficit in 2013/14 was still £108 billion. However,
Chancellor Osborne proved them all wrong and revealed a range of
initiatives that had successfully been kept under wraps.
The reforms proposed to pensions, such as reducing the role of
annuities, will change retirement planning significantly and have
already had an impact on the value of insurance company shares.
Some aspects of the new pension framework remain unclear, in
particular the treatment of defined benefit (final salary) schemes.
The Chancellor also set out a new structure for ISA savers.
Instead of introducing a cap on total ISA investment, as rumoured
last summer, he will increase the annual limit to £15,000 from July
2014. In addition, he will effectively scrap the current distinction
between cash ISAs and stocks and shares ISAs.
The changes to the size and rate of the starting-rate income tax
band from 2015/16 were also surprises for savers, although only
about 1.5 million people are expected to benefit. Ironically, what
was widely leaked as the good news of the Budget (and its most
costly) – a further increase in the personal allowance to £10,500 in
2015/16 – almost went unnoticed among the Chancellor’s reforms.
The budget highlights include:
• radical reform of pensions, effectively introducing flexible
drawdown for all defined contribution schemes,
• major relaxations to the rules for turning small pension pots
into cash lump sums,
• reform of ISAs with a new £15,000 annual contribution limit
and full transferability in both directions between stocks and
shares and cash,
• savings rate tax reduced from 10% to 0%,
• transferable tax allowance for married couples set at £1,050 for
2015/16,
• Annual Investment Allowance (AIA) doubled to £500,000,
with a one-year extension of the higher AIA to 31 December
2015,
• Higher Premium Bond investment limits and, from January
2015, a new series of National Savings & Investments fixed rate
bonds for people age 65 and over.

The Scottish Society of ArchitectArtists (SSAA) aims to encourage
architects to continue enjoying
and developing skills in fine arts
beyond architecture – drawing,
painting, sculpture, photography,
print-making and experimental art.
The SSAA exhibits around
Scotland several times each year
and maintains strong links with
Architect-Artists throughout

Europe. Consequently we are also
regularly invited to submit works
to exhibitions in France, Italy,
Poland and Germany.
Membership of the Society is
open to all registered architects,
retired architects and past and
present students of architecture
resident in Scotland. The annual
subscription is currently £20.00,
with a student rate of £10.00.

MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES David R S Cameron 0131 539 2745
d.cam@blueyonder.co.uk www.ssaagallery.org.uk
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DESIGNING
SUSTAINABLE
FENESTRATION
SYSTEMS

Focus on Scottish architecture
Senior Architectural is a major supplier of fenestration solutions to
the Scottish market, specialising in providing a proven family of
systems in aluminium, timber/aluminium composite, glass and
fibreglass, all to the highest standards of manufacture and finish.
With more than two decades’ experience, Senior’s reputation is that of an
innovative driver of the market, offering technical excellence, performance,
value, and creativity to the many fabricators, architects and contractors
with whom we are proud to be associated.

Tel: 01506 407 640 E-mail: info@seniorarchitectural.co.uk Web: www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Unit 4 Dunlop Court, Deans Industrial Estate SW, Livingston, West Lothian EH54 8SL. Strategic service centres located nationwide.
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EAA BUILDING OF THE YEAR AWARD WINNER
THE EDINBURGH CENTRE FOR CARBON INNOVATION, MALCOLM FRASER ARCHITECTS
PHOTO: DAVE MORRIS

THE RIAS IS A FEDERATION OF SIX LOCAL CHAPTERS.
CHAPTER ACTIVITY IS CENTRAL TO THE LIFE OF THE
INCORPORATION AND OUR SERVICES TO OUR MEMBERS.
THESE UPDATES ILLUSTRATE THE BREADTH AND
QUALITY OF CHAPTER ACTIVITY.
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After a busy start to the year, the last quarter provided a chance
for us to pause and reflect at our 116th Annual General Meeting
on what has been achieved over the last 12 months and where
the Chapter needs to focus its future efforts. In summary, the
positives include:
• increased attendance at ASA Council meetings, including four
new practice representatives over the period,
• student involvement in ASA Council (through liaison with Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture’s 57.10o representatives),
• encouraging attendance at (six-monthly) CPD events; recent
tours of completed buildings have proved to be particularly
successful,
• increased entries to the ASA Chapter Awards,
• increased attendance at the ASA Annual Dinner,
• website progress, with an award being made to James Nicol for
his successful entry to our ASA Website Competition (open to
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture Students),
• increased awareness of, and interest in, the 2016 year of
Innovation, Architecture and Design.
There is still much to be done and whilst all of the above
successes need to be built on over the next year, progress with
implementing the ASA website and planning for 2016 are crucial.
The AGM was followed this year by our six-monthly CPD
afternoon, held in the Sir Duncan Rice Library in Aberdeen by the
Danish practice Schmidt Hammer Lassen. We were given a very
interesting presentation by the Project Manager, Calum Proctor
from the University of Aberdeen, offering a client perspective on
the design and construction process. The opportunity to tour the
building afterwards did not disappoint and it is worth noting that
the ground floor of the building is accessible to the public to enter
and experience the voluminous atria, which steps down through
the building.
Progress has been made on the ASA website with the
involvement of James Nicol, as mentioned above. We are moving
into the development and implementation stage, which we hope
James will be able to continue to support to ensure this is an
effective resource as possible. The website will help support the
individual work done by local practices to promote architecture
and the individual practice services.
Once again, I was delighted with the opportunity to judge the
annual ASA Silver Medal Award for students in their final year
at the Scott Sutherland School of Architecture. Ably-assisted by
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ADAM MOERK

ABERDEEN

SIR DUNCAN RICE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN – SCHMIDT HAMMER
LASSEN ARCHITECTS

Catherine McKeown RIAS, we spent an interesting afternoon
reviewing a diverse range of projects, reflecting a number of
architectural styles and approaches. Once again, choosing a
winner was a very tough decision, with a number of high-quality
schemes on display. But decisions have to be made and the Silver
Medal was awarded to Fiona Thaddeus for her School for a Shared
Future. Fiona’s scheme was developed to a considerable level of
detail and challenged many of the norms around how a school
should be designed. In addition, Commendations were awarded
to Ross Pirie, for his Low Rise, High Density Social Housing, and
Rachel Brown, for the housing project “Layers”.
Across the board, the standard was again strong and the
university continues to explore relevant themes which many
of us will be challenged with in everyday practice. I would hope
that improvements in the wider economy will ensure all recent
graduates will have a successful transition into the workplace.
As ever, there are still opportunities to get involved with the
Chapter and share your ideas. If you would like to do so, then
please get in touch through the website or directly on president@
aberdeenarchitects.org.
BRUCE BALLANCE RIAS
PRESIDENT ASA
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The International Society of City and Regional Planners’ 2014
gathering was hosted by the University of Dundee from 8th – 11th
May. The event focused on the ongoing redevelopment of Dundee’s
waterfront, which aims to restore the connection between the
city and the River Tay that was lost through various reclamation
and city expansion projects over the years. To this affect, I led a
discussion with the delegates about our members’ aspirations,
fears, hopes and thoughts on the development as it continues
apace. Hugh Crawford FRIAS, who organised the event, wrote:
“Thanks for coming along last Thursday to talk to the assembled
company and for providing the display showing the exciting
work being done in an exciting part of Scotland. It was all
upbeat and full of buzz. The following day we had all the
planning background to what was happening in the region and
in Dundee.
Our guests from abroad saw the plans brought forward
by Allan Watt and the masterplan for the Waterfront. They
hoped that economic expediency in the creation of the new
developments does not inhibit the creation of new, interesting
spaces for people, especially at ground level. There are so many
fine examples in the city centre. I think we need to rely on the
local architects to keep an eye on things to ensure we get high
quality architecture and places to inhabit.”
The DIA, once again, sponsored the annual “Creative Spaces”
event for school children from our Chapter area at which they
are asked to design and build a model of a chosen project. This
year the project was a temporary theatre space amalgamating the
triumphal “Royal Arch” demolished to make way for the Tay Road
Bridge. The winner was Monifieth High School, from Angus. Well
done to them and to all the participants.
The DIA annual awards dinner will take place on Thursday, 20th
November, 2014, in the Best Western Invercarse Hotel, 371 Perth
Road, Dundee. Entry forms for the awards will be issued shortly
so please a keep a lookout for them as we shall be altering the
entry format slightly this year and having electronic submission.
As ever, our gratitude goes to our sponsors without whom we
would not be able to hold the dinner. They are: Andrew Shepherd
Construction (main sponsor), Blackadder Solicitors, CUPA Natural
Materials, Millard Consulting Engineers, Turner and Townsend,
Bentley Shopfitting, Scotframe and ORA Ceramics.
DIA, once again, presented the Duncan of Jordanstone College
of Art “Best Final Year Architecture” student with our award and

ALISTAIR HUDSON

DUNDEE

ALISTAIR HUDSON’S WINNING PROJECT

prize money at the College’s degree show. This year’s winner was
Alistair Hudson, whose design for a wind turbine production plant
on the new waterfront combined both Dundee’s industrial past
and its future in the development and manufacture of renewable
energy infrastructure.
We are continuing our joint initiative with Dundee City
Council’s Building Standards department in having joint CPD
meetings and regulations updates. The latest has been with
Scotframe, who gave us an insight into how they intend to achieve
lower “U” values with their timber-framed systems.
Our own CPD meetings, kindly sponsored by MacRoberts
Solicitors, have been well attended by both our members and
building standards officers. The final CPD corresponded with our
AGM, which was held at The Birks Cinema, Aberfeldy, our supreme
award winner last year. It was a most interesting and enjoyable
AGM and CPD rolled into one! Our thanks go to Rodger Brunton
FRIAS for his sterling efforts in organising the CPD events once
again.
Council takes a holiday in July and August, so all that leaves
me to do until the Autumn is to wish each and every one of you a
happy summer. Enjoy your holidays!
COLIN DOIG RIAS
PRESIDENT DIA
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AGM
The EAA held its annual AGM on 13 May. Crichton Wood RIAS,
the EAA Honorary Librarian, gave a short talk on “Robert Adam
and the Strange Death of Scottish Architecture”. The talk was
about the language of indigenous Scottish architecture and proved
to be a fascinating account of how, during The Enlightenment,
Robert Adam and many others like him lost touch with their
Scottish roots and how few architects since then have been able to
reconnect, notable exceptions being Charles Rennie Mackintosh
and Robert Lorimer. The accompanying nibbles and wine helped
to fuel the discussion and insights.

CANDIDMAN.CO.UK

WWW.EAA.ORG.UK

EAA 2014 AWARDS WINNERS
DAVE MORRIS

EDINBURGH

EDINBURGH URBAN DESIGN PANEL
EAA continues to provide three members for the Panel’s monthly
meetings, reviewing major projects at the pre-application stage.
EAA AWARDS
46 entries were submitted this year for the annual EAA Awards
and 11 short-listed projects were visited by the judging panel in
March. Awards were made in five categories: Building of the
Year, Conservation and Regeneration, Small Project, Wood and
Ambassador. The judging panel, whom we especially thank,
comprised Father Dermot Morrin Hon FRIAS, Chapel of Saint
Albert the Great, Shona Clelland, General Manager of The Assembly
Rooms, Donald Canavan RIAS and EAA Vice President and Peter
Robinson RIAS and EAA Council member. The Edinburgh Centre
for Carbon Innovation, by Malcolm Fraser Architects, won Building
of the Year. Abbotsford, by LDN Architects, won the Conservation
and Regeneration Award. The Small Projects Award went to a flat
extension in Inverleith Row by WT Architecture. The Wood Award
went to the Helix Café Pavilion by Keppie Design. Window on
Wild Lindisfarne, by Icosis Architects, won the Ambassador Award.
Our congratulations go to all of the winners as well as our thanks
to all the short-listed practices and to all those who submitted.
The awards were presented at a drinks reception at the Assembly
Rooms on 1 April, 2014.
These awards continue to highlight the very high quality of
work being carried out by the architectural profession in the EAA
area.

THE EDINBURGH CENTRE FOR CARBON INNOVATION, MALCOLM FRASER
ARCHITECTS

CPD
The EAA held the second of its new-style quarterly CPD events
on 14 May, which involved three talks with refreshments from
4.30pm-8.30pm.This format worked well.
RIAS 2016 FESTIVAL
The EAA continues to be excited about the RIAS 2016 Festival. The
EAA has been allocated May, which will coincide with the RIAS
2016 Convention in Edinburgh. We already have many ideas and
will be seeking to whittle down and fine tune our thoughts over
the coming months. Ideas for events include internal and external
exhibitions, light shows, workshops, architectural films and
primary school involvement. We would like events to occur not
just in Edinburgh but also in the wider region we represent.
IAN STEWART RIAS
PRESIDENT EAA
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As Glasgow prepares for a summer of sporting celebration we must
first remember the devastating events of Friday, 23rd May, when
fire tore through the western wing of Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s
Art School building. We feared the worst when we saw the images
of the fire that afternoon and it was a great relief to hear later
that large portions of the building had been saved by the brave
endeavours of Scottish Fire and Rescue. The loss of the library, a
source of inspiration for many of us, is, of course, devastating but,
at the time of writing this article, new inspiration comes from the
images emerging of camaraderie amongst staff members helping
with the recovery operation. The Big Give fund and Phoenix
Bursaries already appear to be well on their way to achieving the
targets set to help both the school and students recover from this
cultural tragedy.
Our thoughts remain with all who have been affected by the
fire. The GIA has made a commitment to assist in whatever way it
can to help restore this internationally-important landmark.
Just one week earlier we were proudly showing off the Art
School building to international speakers and delegates at the
RIAS Convention. The Convention was, as ever, an inspirational
two days with a line-up of extremely talented and diverse
speakers. I was extremely honoured to introduce the event and for
the opportunity to welcome all delegates and speakers on behalf
of the Chapter.
Three architects from closer to home were invited to speak at a
more low-key event in Glasgow just four weeks earlier. Our AGM
was held in Glasgow’s Centre for Contemporary Arts and in my first
duty as President I invited three practices from across the Chapter
to discuss the theme of “Region.” The event was well attended
and presentations from Simon Winstanley Architects (Castle
Douglas), ARPL (Ayr) and Anderson Bell Christie (Glasgow), with
Emma Grant (Coll), left our members contemplating the issues
that affect the development of our rural communities and how
well-considered, community-led projects can provide the catalyst
for wider regeneration and social well-being.
I was delighted to meet our new members at the AGM. Their
time and expertise will be hugely beneficial in assisting with the
delivery of our forthcoming programme of events. I am also
pleased to welcome three new student members to GIA Council,
each of whom has shown no hesitation in getting involved with
our Education Committee’s initiative for the 2014 Commonwealth
Games. The GIA will have a presence within the review gallery of

GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART

GLASGOW

The Lighthouse for the duration of the Games and the gallery will
be transformed to promote the work of students and emerging
architects from across the Chapter. A selection of publications,
including Year Books from both Glasgow Schools of Architecture,
will be available to take away in a custom-printed GIA bag.
Our Conservation and Sustainability Committee are
continuing to provide assistance to the Save Springburn Winter
Gardens campaign group. We are pleased to have assisted with
facilitating a structural report and RCAHMS have now commenced
the enormous task of laser-scanning the entire structure.
The Chapter is also pleased to be supporting GlA member
Andy Campbell, of Glasgow practice Dress for the Weather, in
his summer residency at Hospitalfield Arts, Arbroath. Andy’s
application to take part in an Interdisciplinary Residency
Programme was successful and will see him working with artists
and designers from a range of backgrounds to reflect, discuss and
advance their work in a collaborative way over the course of a week
at the arts centre. Andy will be giving a talk to GIA members about
his experience at Hospitalfield in early Autumn.
MICHAEL DOUGALL RIAS
PRESIDENT GIA
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GLENCOE FROM THE ISLE OF THE DEAD

The annual general meeting has come and gone and I am pleased
to have stayed in place as President. Through the AGM and the
subsequent meetings of our council, we have four new and
enthusiastic members in Catriona Hill, Stuart Mackellar, Andrew
Tognarelli and, as vice-president, Dr Gordon Anderson. We are
making a bit of progress too in having representation at the
various RIAS sub-committees.
Our November 7 Convention in Sleat is taking shape, with
author Mairi Hedderwick agreeing to speak at the evening dinner.
The subject matter will be drawn from her journals, which reflect
on Mairi’s travels in and around the Highlands and Islands
and their landscapes, buildings and people. Mairi is, of course,
well known for her invented characters but it is very much the
opportunity to describe the journalistic side of her body of work
that has persuaded her to take part.
The daytime line-up is showing great promise. We should be in
a position to allow options for registration to be circulated soon.
This will be accompanied by options for an overnight stay which,
given the location and the intention to offer tours and other
activities on the Saturday morning of the event, is recommended.
For the IAA Awards, we have now published the shortlists of
projects, which are available to view on our website. Although the
number of entries is fewer than in previous years – for which a
straight correlation with a downturn in commissions might be
held accountable – the standard of work remains undiminished.
However, due to a particularly low response from Caithness and
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Sutherland, our initial assessment panel made the decision to
reduce the number of geographical areas in the awards. There
has also been a move towards placing projects in categories from
the outset, and not necessarily just one, to lessen the chances of
surprises later in the procedure.
Our connections to the University of Highlands and Islands
(UHI) were further strengthened through assisting in the
assessment of entries for a design competition specific to sites in
Inverness. The variety and quality of work was impressive and the
ambition for changes to the curriculum, to enhance design skills
and the understanding of architectural history, is encouraging.
Ideas to mark the IAA centenary in 2016 have been forthcoming
to an extent but any further notions would be welcome. Those
discussed to date include a 100 years of Buildings project, perhaps
involving research through the UHI, the commissioning of a piece
of music and a link to a themed book.
PETER MCILHENNY FRIAS
PRESIDENT IAA
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STIRLING CHAPTER DELEGATION TO BARCELONA

Over the last few years a regular topic of conversation at Chapter
meetings is just how much contemporary Scottish architecture
is enhanced by international architects, some of whom train in
Scotland while others arrive for work experience. In the last 5 years
our small office in Falkirk has been lucky to employ staff born in
Poland, India, Mexico, Pakistan and Egypt. Jings, we even had
an Irishman on board for a wee while! When I was growing up
in Grangemouth an immigrant was someone from Glasgow, the
“overspill” as they were quaintly referred to.
Every one of our international colleagues has been enthusiastic
and talented. I can’t square my experiences with the tripe being
peddled by certain politicians trying to make political capital out
of this free movement of people. Our country and profession are
enriched by newcomers and the ideas and perspectives they bring.
Mercifully the Xenophobia which seems to be all too prevalent
down south doesn’t seem to be as pernicious up here in Caledonia.
Our AGM/CPD day held in the recently completed Hub
building in Falkirk was well attended. Ryan Marshall takes on the
role of Vice President and all Council places are presently filled.
Richard Clifford of Maklab (recently relocated to the old Millers
Graphic shop, Charing Cross) gave taster of the type of work they
produce. The emphasis being very much on collaboration and
involvement with other designers (you) the skills and equipment

they have are phenomenal. If 3D scanning printing and high speed
laser cutting are required make a beeline for these guys.
Scott of CAD assist gave an interesting talk on BIM and for
those of you who have any doubt if you are not running it in a
couple of years you will be left behind. Entry level costs not much
higher than AutoCAD so what’s holding you back.
Craig Tait rounded off the afternoon with a fascinating
presentation on the design process and construction of the new
Glasgow School of Art Reid Building. The relationship with the
original school building and desire to ensure cross fertilization
between previously remote departments were the driving forces
which produced this 21st Century landmark. The new building was
to be open to the public on Degree Show night and all present were
keen to take the tour at that opportunity. Who could have foreseen
the disastrous events at 167 Renfrew Street just a week later?
Workloads locally continue to grow, while reasons for being
unable to sleep go from “how can I keep everyone gainfully
employed” to how will I get all this work done”. ‘Plus ca change’ as
the Germans put it.
TOMMY THOMSON RIAS
PRESIDENT SSA
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Established in 1999, Scope is one of Scotland’s leading bathroom
companies in both the Retail and Contract sectors. Scope is proud
to have provided many of the UK’s finest hotels and best known
housebuilders with quality bathroom specifications.
6000sq.ft Showroom. Please call Derek Miller to discuss any project.

Scope Bathrooms, 40 Colquhoun Avenue, Hillington Estate, Glasgow G52 4BN

in partnership with

Telephone: 0141 882 8282 www.scope-bathrooms.co.uk
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RIAS CONVENTION – DAVID DUNBAR PPRIAS AND IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS

MARCH 2014
26 RTPI Reception, Scottish Parliament / Edinburgh
APRIL 2014
01
17
17
23

EAA Awards / Edinburgh
Visit to Bernat Klein’s Studio / High Sunderland
GIA AGM / Glasgow
Dinner with RIAS Award judges, Craig White and George
Oldham / Edinburgh
25 CIOB Dinner / Glasgow
30 Carnegie Trust Awards judging / Edinburgh
MAY 2014
07
08
15
15
16
17
21
22
26
27
28

Visit to SSE Hydro for RIAS Awards / Glasgow
Women in Property Student Awards / Glasgow
UIA Sports Committee Reception, The Lighthouse / Glasgow
President’s Dinner for Convention Speakers / Glasgow
RIAS AGM and Convention, The Mitchell Theatre / Glasgow
RIAS Convention, The Reid Building / Glasgow
RIAS 25th Anniversary Golf Tournament / Crieff
Retiral Dinner for Jack Hugh FRIAS / Edinburgh
Visit to Burntisland Primary School, Fife Council
Lunch with WiP Chair, Pam Heap / Edinburgh
Edinburgh Labour for the Arts Event / Edinburgh

NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

MALCOLM COCHRANE

PRESIDENT’S DIARY

RIAS AWARDS DINNER - IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS

JUNE 2014
02 George Heriot’s School Centinary Dinner / Edinburgh
04 RIAS President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh
05 Lunch Meeting with Mrs. Asta Skaisgirytė Liauškienė, the
Lithuanian Ambassador to the UK / Edinburgh
05 SBCC 50th Anniversary Reception, Scottish Parliament /
Edinburgh
06 Meeting with the Secretary and Suzanne McIntosh re Local
Review Bodies / Edinburgh
06 Meeting with the Secretary and Ian Wall Hon FRIAS /
Edinburgh
09 Meeting with Susan Riccio and Robert Morris of RIAS
Insurance Services / Edinburgh
09 Meeting with Tom Barclay, Chairman of RICS Scotland /
Edinburgh
10 Aberdeen City Heritage Trust Annual Lecture / Aberdeen
12 RICS Dinner / Glasgow
18 RIAS Council / Edinburgh
18 RIAS Awards Gala Dinner / Glasgow
25 5 Presidents Meeting / Edinburgh
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NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

HONORARY FELLOWS
commission is the bronze figurative group, The Community, for
Livingston New Town in 1996.
Since 1997 Charles has returned to easel painting and exhibited
at The Royal Glasgow Institute, The Royal Scottish Society of
Painters in Watercolours, The Royal Scottish Academy and The
Paisley Art Institute. In 2004 he was elected to the Royal Society of
Painters in Watercolours and in 2006 was elected President of the
Glasgow Art Club, serving until early 2009. He gave an inspiring
presentation on a remarkable lifetime of work at this year’s RIAS
Convention.

CHARLES ANDERSON IS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO ART AND THE

NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE

PUBLIC REALM.

CHARLES ANDERSON HON FRIAS AND IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS

CHARLES ANDERSON
Architectural sculptor, Charles’ first commission was a mural in
1961 for Jack Coia’s house in Park Circus. His decision to give up
art teaching was precipitated by the commission in 1967 for the
incised mural relief for the Bellahouston Sports Centre. Asked to
do a sculpture in a new technique Charles always said “yes”. Thus he
learned very quickly about precast and insitu concrete techniques,
thermoplastics, thermosetting resins and fibreglass manufacture.
Charles is eternally grateful to those architects with the insight to
hide monies in the Bill of Quantities under the phrase, “specialist
treatment to shutter work”.
Charles’ many notable commissions include: Greenock Central
Library; the mural for Stirling Pool; the longest wall sculpture in
the UK (122 metres) for the Thomson Sports Centre in Burnley
Lancs; the bronze sculpture (16 metres) for Scottish Amicable at
Craigforth, Stirling; murals at the Liberty 2 Retail Development,
Romford, London; a mural for the Kennet Centre, Newbury,
Berkshire; work for Maylord Orchards Shopping Centre, Hereford
and Trinity Centre, Aberdeen; heritage murals in Ayr and Hamilton,
a freestanding sculpture for Presto, North Berwick and a stainless
steel figurative sculpture for Dumbarton. His most prestigious
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MARC ELLINGTON
Marc Ellington is a multi-talented polymath, Scottish folksinger
and multi-instrumentalist and the producer of documentary
films and TV programmes. He famously guested with Fairport
Convention on their 1969 album Unhalfbricking. He played
percussion for Matthews Southern Comfort on their eponymous

1969 LP and recorded his own debut album the same year. Ellington
subsequently contributed to several of Richard Thomson’s
recordings and sang on Linda Thomson’s 1996 Dreams Fly Away.
Baron of Towie Barclay and Laird of Gardenstown and Crovie,
Marc is the founder of the Scottish Traditional Skills Centre at Fyvie
Castle and Chairman of Heritage Press Scotland. As the Centre’s
executive director, Marc is passionately committed to developing
traditional skills training to provide an effective response to the
growing crisis in knowledge and skills in the sector. He sees this
work as vital to ensure the care, preservation and appropriate
adaptive re-use of our built heritage.
A former board member of the Government’s Historic
Buildings Council (1980-88), Grampian Enterprise, the British
Heritage Committee and the Heritage Lottery Fund for Scotland,
Marc has also been a non-executive director of Historic Scotland
(2005-11) a board member of Banff and Buchan College and
Trustee of the National Galleries of Scotland (2002-10).
The restoration of Towie Barclay and Marc’s contribution to
the conservation and protection of our historic built environment
has been acknowledged in Civic Trust, Saltire and European
Heritage awards. As of 2007, Marc Ellington has been the Depute
Lieutenant of Aberdeenshire.

MARC ELLINGTON IS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO
CONSERVATION AND THE HISTORIC BUILT ENVIRONMENT.

ANDY SCOTT
A graduate of Glasgow School of Art in 1986, Andy Scott has now
completed over 70 projects across the UK and internationally. His
distinctive, hand-crafted, figurative sculptures, many of which
enliven the Central Scotland roads network, combine traditional
dexterity with contemporary fabrication techniques and range in
scale from 3 to 30 metres in height. Several of Andy’s works make
up the Andy Scott Trail through Clackmannanshire, exploring
themes from folklore and using iconography and ironic references
with particular local resonance.
Andy works with teams of structural engineers, fabricators,
haulage and crane operators, lighting designers and a host of other
specialist professionals to create striking landmark artworks.

NICK MCGOWAN-LOWE
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Andy’s most notable work to date is the giant horses’ heads,
the Kelpies, at Falkirk. Unveiled this year, each of these massive
horses’ heads, positioned on either side of a specially constructed
canal lock and basin, stands up to 30 metres tall and weighs over
300 tonnes.
The Kelpies follow a series of equine works which started with
Andy’s first significant public commission, The Heavy Horse, beside
the M8 in Glasgow and a major horse sculpture in Queensland,
Australia. Another recurring motif has been the female form,
often given mythological significance through titles which allude
to ancient folkloric themes, notable Arria in Cumbernauld and his
Belfast Beacon.
Andy gave a touching and uplifting presentation to this year’s
RIAS Convention in Glasgow.

ANDY SCOTT IS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO ART AND
SCOTLAND’S PUBLIC REALM.
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CHARTERED ARCHITECT
ABERDEEN

DUNDEE

EDINBURGH

GLASGOW

INVERNESS

STIRLING

OUTWITH

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
THE FOLLOWING DEATHS WERE
REPORTED WITH REGRET:
Richard H Dewar frias
Ronald M Malcolm rias
Bernat Klein hon frias
Ruth MacKay rias
Duncan MacLean rias
Robert Ewing Lowe McCready rias
James R B Palmer rias
Hamish Simpson rias riba
Michael Spens frias
Eric Steele Smith rias
James Robin S Turner rias
Iain Webster rias
RESIGNATIONS REPORTED:
Leigh Baxter, James Fraser, Zsuzsa
Hajto, Lorraine Hickish, Marion Ross
Leitch, Hazel Joy McIntyre, Keith Wilson
McFarlane, Karen Hunter Moir, David
McLeod Murdoch, Michael Nelson, Neil
Grant Roger, Natalie Clare Russell, Gillian
Margaret Scott, Gordon Polson Smith,
Martin Sorensen, Andrew David Malcolm
Stavert, Gordon Samuel Stewart, Kirsten
Stewart, Nicky Thomson, Archibald
George Walls
REMOVALS REPORTED:
Stephen Akers, James Baird, John
William Bell, Richard Bevan, James
Campbell, John McCausland Carlisle,
John William Dey, William James
Findlater, Gordon John Forbes Jack,
Lita Khazaka, Lee Gerard Nellis, Alan
Cameron MacLean, Arthur Neil Macleod,
Kenneth McGuire, Barry McMullan, Ian
Ross McSweeney, Graeme McVitie, Liam
Joseph Muldoon, Glenn Riddell Dale
Myles, Peter O’Connell, Iga Panczyna,
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Christopher Michael Brett Perry, Hilary
Claire Philips, Ryan Sylvester, Ian Charles
Strakis, Alan Tang, John William Thain
TRANSFERS TO RETIRED
MEMBERSHIP APPROVED:
Alasdair John Alldridge frias
David Ritchie Blane Ferguson rias riba
George Frederick Grams rias
Douglas Ian Hillhouse rias
Neil McL. Jack frias
Raymond Marshall rias riba
Donald Norman MacKenzie rias
Peter Monaghan rias
John G Newman rias
Lawrence Samuel Robertson rias riba
Andrew Lyall Sutherland rias
REINSTATEMENTS TO FULL
MEMBERSHIP:
John Andrew Charles Arnott rias riba
Lesley Margaret Macdonald Bell rias
riba
Crawford James Fergusson rias riba
Karen Mill rias riba
Emma L Rose rias
Adrian John Welch rias riba
TRANSFERS TO ACADEMIC
MEMBERSHIP:
Stirling Gordon Howieson rias
Rosalie Anne Menon rias
ELECTIONS TO STUDENT
MEMBERSHIP:
Marta Ascenso
Martin Kenneth Baillie
Jack Baker
Christopher M Berridge
Cynthia Morales Castillo
Emily Cavanagh
Philip Cheung Long Chan

Dion Corbett
Graham Cragg
Stanislava Delieva
Francesca Piacentini Edge
Kristi Greer
Megan Louise Grierson
Elise Junge
Fiona Martin
Sebastian Mercer
Jai Nikolaos Mexis
Louise Patterson
Jonathan Piper
Magnus Popplewell
Ewan Proctor-Mason
Joseane De Oliveira Ruivo
Kimberley Ruth Scally
Andrew Stewart
Frances Strachan
Kim Louise Taylor
Roisin Tinneny
Rebecca Trainer
Artom Tsapkov
Douglas Walker
Joseph Williams
Jerome Wren

ELECTIONS TO MEMBERSHIP:
Craig Allison rias
Lynne Amabile rias riba
Gordon Andrew Bain rias
Thomas Barton rias riba
Douglas Peter Briggs rias riba
Vanessa Brown rias
Andrew F Bushell rias
Caroline Dearden rias riba
Sean Gaule rias riba
Philip Graham rias riba
Stephen Howard Gray rias riba
Jamie Hamilton rias
Richard Hands rias riba
Shaun Graeme Henderson rias riba
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Eilidh Henderson rias
Michael Jamieson rias riba
Iain Mayes King rias
Judith Lines rias riba
Alison Malcolm rias
Richard McCluggage rias riba
Calum Burnett McLeod rias riba
Iain McIntyre Monteith rias
Karen Nugent rias
Ross Park rias riba
Arthur Parke rias riba
Greig Lewis Penny rias riba
Stewart Archibald Primrose rias riba
Davide Rizzo rias
Stuart Adam Russell rias
Dermot Smyth rias riba
Mark David Sneddon rias
Sarah Jane Storrie rias
Gillian Tait rias riba
Neil Taylor rias
Andrew Taylor rias
Ian David Walker rias riba
Scott Murray Wham rias riba
Philippe Cho Fun Young rias riba
William Gordon Young rias riba

ELECTIONS TO FELLOWSHIP:
William Arundale Coltart frias riba
Christopher Ramsay Dinnis frias riba
John Docherty frias
David Ian Jameson frias riba
Richard William Lockerby Russell frias
riba
Hugh Grant Taylor frias
APOLOGIES
Apologies to Jose Manuel Fernandino Soto who was
erroneously listed as being based in the Edinburgh Chapter
under the ‘Elections to Membership’ section in our Spring
Quarterly. Jose is based in our Inverness Chapter.
Also, apologies to Alasdair Alldridge frias who retired at our
December Council 2013 but was not recorded in the Spring
Quarterly.
And finally, Aidan Potter frias was incorrectly listed as a
Joint member.

Council noted the Management Accounts
up to the end of March 2014 and a revised
out-turn of £2,037 to 31st December 2014.
Council adopted the Accounts.
The Membership Report was noted by
Council with 12 deaths, 20 Resignations,
26 Removals, 9 Transfers to Retired,
1 Transfer to Retired Fellowship, 6
Reinstatements, 32 elections to Student
Membership, 39 elections to Membership,
2 Transfers to Academic Membership,
6 Nominations to Fellowship and 2
Nominations to Honorary Fellowship.
The positive trend of new memberships
outnumbering departures was noted
(even in the quarter which records most
removals) and Charlene Rankin was
commended for her endeavours
On ‘housekeeping’ matters, Council
agreed to an improved procedure for
the RIAS Client Advisory Scheme and
also supported the proposal that the
President’s Policy Committee should
serve as the Incorporation’s membership
disciplinary committee for issues which
cannot be dealt with by the ARB. Revised
remits for the RIAS’ committees were
agreed as ‘work in progress’. These will
develop and change when appropriate.
Council approved the implementation
of a new scheme to replace the former
Architect in the House scheme which
Shelter has now withdrawn from. All
proceeds will go to the Architect’s
Benevolent Society. Council were asked to
submit alternatives to the name as the old
name could not be used.
The RIAS’ response to the ARB review
was noted by Council. This was prepared
by the Practice Committee, in consultation
with the Education Committee, RIBA and
the Secretary. Our response supports

the continuation of the status quo while
advocating a consideration of protection
of function. Our response also highlights
the dangers of ARB ‘mission creep’ –
and emphasises why this is potentially
damaging.
The establishment of a Chapter/
local group review (including Chapter
contributions) was supported by Council
to help with the volunteer management of
these groups and to clarify territories.
Council gave its support to a pilot Fuel
Poverty Scheme in the Western Isles which
was brought to Council by Stuart Bagshaw
FRIAS. The scheme will be led by the local
Housing Development Agency.
Council was informed about the
launch of new “.archi” domains. Because
these domains will not be exclusive to
fully qualified architects, it was agreed
that RIAS would issue a Practice Note to
inform our members.
Council agreed to write to the Scottish
Government requesting an urgent review
of the Local Review system that the RIAS
membership and other organisations in
the planning system can fully participate
in.
After
receiving
correspondence
from Mr Bill Lonsdale RTPI, Council
considered their position in terms of the
Gray’s School of Art building in Aberdeen
which Mr Lonsdale now believes is under
threat. Council agreed to write to Historic
Scotland seeking clarification on why the
building’s originally planned ‘B listed’
status was revoked.
Council noted clarification on the
RIAS’ Byelaws regarding Past Presidents
serving on RIAS Council.
CAROL-ANN HILDERSLEY
MANAGER: SECRETARY & TREASURER’S OFFICE
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BERNAT KLEIN HON FRIAS
NEIL BAXTER

15 AUGUST 1922 TO 17 APRIL 2014

Bernat Klein was an adoptive Scot whose
international influence as a textile
designer cannot be underestimated. As
an entrepreneur he helped revitalise the
Borders’ weaving and cloth manufacturing
industries.
Working alongside the glitterati of
20th century fashion, several of whom
were personal friends, Klein gave Scottish
textiles a new cachet and was largely
responsible for the introduction of
Scottish tweed to the catwalks of Paris
and Milan. He also had the business savvy
to translate some of this high-fashion
glamour into affordable synthetics, with
brilliant patterning and often flamboyant
design. His bold floral patterns, in vividly
contrasting colours, contributed to some
of the most telling and durable glamour
photography of the 1960s and 70s.

Bernat Klein’s textiles were also
used as furnishing and curtain fabrics,
contributing splashes of brilliant colour
and pattern to, often otherwise austere,
commercial and domestic interiors
designed by some of Scotland and Europe’s
leading modernist architects. His own
house, High Sunderland, near Selkirk and
later his studio nearby, an almost sculptural
composition of concrete, steel and glass set
on a black brick plinth, were particularly
successful client/architect collaborations.
Klein revelled in the opportunity to work
on these masterpieces in three dimensions
alongside his architect and close friend the
hugely talented modernist architect Peter
Womersley (1923-1993). Both buildings
were celebrated in numerous journals
and publications and are still regarded as
among the most influential buildings in
Scotland of their era.
Bernat Klein had an extraordinarily
full, long, creative life. He loved the
country and particularly the rich Borders
countryside which became his home.
His contributions to fashion, design,
architecture, business and to Scotland’s
international reputation will be his
enduring legacy. For those who knew him
however the abiding memory will be of
a modest, humorous, gentle man whose
eyes sparkled with enthusiasm.
He is survived by his son and two
daughters.
Obituary by Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS

DUNCAN MACLEAN RIAS
20 MAY 1924 TO 16 MAY 2014

Duncan MacLean was one of Scotland’s
leading municipal architects who played a
key role in the planning and construction
of the award-winning high-rise council
headquarters in Hamilton, Lanarkshire, an
iconic Central Scotland landmark.
Duncan was born in Portree, the third
of five children and educated at Portree
High School. After leaving school, he took
a job as a postal and telegraph officer.
When war broke out in 1939, he enlisted
in the Royal Corps of Signals. For much of
the war he was stationed near Portsmouth.
After the Normandy invasion, he served in
France.
After the war, Duncan decided to
pursue a career in architecture and
enrolled in the Aberdeen school. During
an eightsome reel at a ceilidh in the
Skye Gathering Hall in 1948, the young
trainee architect first encountered Violet
Corless, a pharmacy student from Kendal
in Cumbria, on holiday in Portree. They
married in 1954.
His career began in Dingwall with
the local authority. He then moved to
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Edinburgh to work with the National Coal
Board. In 1955 the couple moved to Belfast
and he took up a senior position in the
architects’ department of the Northern
Ireland Housing Trust. Their two children,
Allyson and Roderick (Rory) were born
during the five years the couple spent in
Belfast. The family returned to Scotland
in 1961 and Duncan worked briefly for
Stirling County Council before taking the
top job in Lanarkshire Council Council’s
Public Buildings Department.
He arrived as work was about to begin
on the new headquarters. The design of
the building was primarily the work of
David Bannerman, however Duncan led
the team. The impressive 200ft-high,
17-storey structure, inspired by the UN
headquarters in New York, was opened by
the Queen Mother on April 14, 1964.
Duncan moved to a new post with East
Kilbride Development Corporation and
took night classes at the Glasgow Royal
College of Science and Technology for the
diploma in town planning.
After the college became Strathclyde
University he was appointed its depute
bursar with responsibility for estates
and buildings, a post he held until his
retirement in 1985. He played a key role
in developing the campus, overseeing the
creation of new university buildings and
halls of residence.
On retirement, Duncan made good
use of his new found leisure time. He
was a first rate golfer with a single figure
handicap. He was also a keen fisherman.
He was a member of Hamilton Old Parish
Church and served as an elder and session
clerk. He also took up painting.
Duncan MacLean died just four days
before his 90th birthday. He is survived by
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his wife, his daughter, five grandchildren
and three great grandchildren.
Adapted from the Obituary in
The Herald
RONALD M MALCOLM RIAS
3 JANUARY 1933 TO 14 JUNE 2013

Ronnie Malcolm attended Corstorphine
School then George Heriot’s. He was
apprenticed at Reid and Forbes. In 1954
Ronnie started at Edinburgh College of
Art, gaining his Diploma in 1957.
Following a period as an Assistant
Architect in the Edinburgh City Architect’s
Department, Ronnie was called up to
National Service in the Royal Engineers.
He was posted to Nicosia, Cyprus.
In 1959 Ronnie returned to the City
Architect’s office where he earned a Civic
Trust Award for the Redbraes Housing
Development. From 1961-63 he worked
as a Senior Architect with Bradshaw, Gass
and Hope on projects including Blackhall
Library and a home at Eroggie in the
Highlands. In 1963 he was appointed
Senior Architect with Lawrie Nisbet

and Partners working on the Dept. of
Haematology and Operating Theatre in
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary as well as
housing in East Lothian. During this time
Ronnie was also studying for his Diploma
in Town Planning.
For a short period in 1966 Ronnie
was a Senior Architect with Ian Burke
Martin and Partners before becoming
an Associate with Dick Peddie & McKay,
Edinburgh working on insurance offices
and listed building work. From 1969-71 he
was as an Associate with Howell Brooks
Nisbet & Partners in Edinburgh, working
on various hospital works and individual
houses.
From 1971-75 Ronnie founded his
own practice. He worked on hotel, office
and house alterations. In 1975 Ronnie
rejoined Dick Peddie & McKay as Partner
responsible for finance and staff. Clients
included Ferranti, the SDA, Caledonian
Crescent Redevelopment, and Gorgie
Dalry Housing Association.
From 1981-88 he re-established his
own practice, working on alterations to
the Scottish Gallery, George Street and as
a consultant architect to Lothian Regional
Council in the formation of the Scottish
Mining Museum at the Lady Victoria
Colliery, Newtongrange.
A keen curler since the 70s and
very involved with Edinburgh Curling
Club, Ronnie was invited to become
Manager of Murrayfield Curling Rink in
1988. Over fourteen years he built up a
thriving business with a very enthusiastic
membership. He retired in 2002 at the age
of 69.
Ronnie had some time to enjoy
travelling to Italy where his two daughters
live and to London and New York where
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his son has lived. He is survived by his wife
Myra, children Ewan, Emma and Louise their partners Karina, Valerio and Andrea
plus grandchildren Mia and Teo.
Obituary by Ronald’s son,
Ewan Malcolm
MICHAEL SPENS FRIAS
24 OCTOBER 1939 TO 28 MARCH 2014

Michael was born in Windsor in 1939. His
father, Patrick, set off for Monte Cassino,
Italy, where he fought the Axis armies,
while his wife, Susan, brought up Michael
and his younger sister, Sally, in blitztorn London. Sadly although his father
returned safely, Michael’s mother, Susan,
was killed in the blitz, aged just 26. Michael
was sent to boarding school at the age of
four. He subsequently attended Eton.
In Germany, on his national service,
the 18-year-old Michael fell in love with
a girl from East Berlin, Marianne and
smuggled her and her friends across the
Berlin Wall in his sports car, which was
not subject to checks as he was a British
soldier. He then went up to Cambridge,
reading architecture at Corpus Christi
College. In his second year (in 1962)

married Caroline Sedgwick-Rough (later
divorced) and they had three children:
Claudia, Iona and Cosmo. In 1969 Michael
was asked to join the SAS – a position he
turned down to stay with his young family.
Michael’s sense of adventure never left
him and characterised the next 50 years
of his life, which was now rooted in the
arts and politics (a keen campaigner for
an Independent Scotland). In Scotland, he
supported innovative artists who became
close friends, including Eduardo Paolozzi,
John Bellany, Gerald Laing and Richard
Demarco.
In the 70s, Michael had expanded
into art and architectural publishing, with
considerable success in both London and
Berlin, including important collaborations
with the late Charles McKean. In 1982,
he became editor of Studio International,
collaborating with Arthur and Jill Sackler,
who had bought the magazine and
Martin Kennedy, a great friend and fellow
visionary. Michael’s own articles and books
include the catalogue raisonne of the work
of the veteran landscape architect Sir
Geoffrey Jellicoe: Gardens of the Mind. In
all, he wrote 10 books on architecture and
more than 60 articles.
Michael married Australian writer
and painter Janet McKenzie in 1986,
in Melbourne. Together they had three
children: Christiana, Flora and Mariota,
whom they brought up mainly in Scotland,
in ancient woodland on Fife Ness.
Throughout his life Michael never
really settled in one place, or in the confines
of an office-based career. Working with
the Finnish and Russian authorities on a
joint restoration of the iconic Alvar Aalto
Library (originally completed in 1935) at
Vyborg in the early 90s, as the cold war

subsided, Michael was awarded a Finnish
knighthood by the President of Finland.
Around this time, he was also
diagnosed with cancer and given a few
months to live. He defied expectations,
and fought the disease for the next 18
years. During this time, he wrote The
Recovery of the Modern among many other
publications, articles and speeches. He
also taught at the Duncan of Jordanstone
School of Architecture in Dundee,
where he was a much-admired tutor and
eventually made Professor. He continued
to edit Studio International throughout
this period.
Michael Spens died peacefully on
Friday 28 March 2014. He is survived by
his wife Janet McKenzie, and six children,
Claudia, Iona, Cosmo, Christiana, Flora,
and Mariota.
Adapted from an appreciation by Michael’s
daughter, Christiana Spens

OBITUARIES WHICH ARE READ
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THE FOLLOWING REPORT DETAILS THE ACHIEVEMENTS
AND PERFORMANCE OF THE INCORPORATION OVER THE

PAST YEAR AND THE FINANCIAL REVIEW AND RESULTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 2013.

PRESIDENT’S INTRODUCTION
I suppose the most pleasing statistic in this Annual Report is
the record of the Incorporation’s steadily rising membership.
It is axiomatic that a membership organisation relies on the
enthusiasm and engagement of members for its good governance
and to deliver a significant proportion of its endeavour. There are
many members who continue to put significant voluntary time
and effort into the Incorporation’s work at national and Chapter
level. We must all be sincerely grateful. And although it’s not
a numbers game, more members and an increasing number of
younger members is very positive for the profession. I hope they
will all get involved.
The second year of the RIAS’ new awards scheme saw a further
significant rise in submissions up to a remarkable 75! Although
I am straying into the territory of next year’s reporting, there
were even more entries in 2014 and the quality just keeps on
rising. This is not merely indicative of a positive economic trend
but the awards and the buildings themselves surely contribute to
emphasise our key argument that a high quality built environment
is good for everyone in our society.
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In addition to membership and awards, the report records
ongoing positive political liaison (as ever, huge thanks for the
excellent work of the Cross Party Group). Our Convention
and CPD offerings continue to offer tremendous quality at
significantly subsidised cost (thank you sponsors!) and our
practice, consultancy, publishing and public relations endeavours
continue to benefit every RIAS member. A big thank you to our
excellent staff.
With less than 18 months to go until 2016, our membership
and the staff team are becoming increasingly focussed on creating a
lively and engaging public programme across Scotland throughout
the year. It’s a big task and a big ask. With your help I am confident
it will mark a step change for Scotland and its architects.

IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS
PRESIDENT

MALCOLM COCHRANE
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REFERENCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS

Scottish Charity Reference

Senior Staff Members during
the year

Address of Principal Office

Stirling Society of Architects
Tommy Thomson RIAS from November 2013
Kevin Spence RIAS from May 2013 to
November 2013
Stephen Lynas FRIAS to May 2013

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh eh1 2be

Council Members

Assistant Secretary
Dr. Deborah Mays

Members of Council (Trustees)

Chapter Representatives/Nationally
Elected/Co-options

SC 002753

President
Iain Connelly PRIAS from May 2013
Sholto Humphries PRIAS to May 2013
Past President
Sholto Humphries PPRIAS from May 2013
David Dunbar PPRIAS to May 2013
Hon Treasurer
George Wren PPRIAS

Chapter Presidents
Aberdeen Society of Architects
Bruce Ballance RIAS from May 2013
Murray Restrup FRIAS to May 2013
Dundee Institute of Architects
Colin Doig RIAS from May 2013
Fraser Middleton FRIAS to May 2013
Edinburgh Architectural Association
Ian Stewart RIAS from May 2013
Dermott Paterson FRIAS to May 2013
Glasgow Institute of Architects
Michael Jarvis FRIAS
Inverness Architectural Association
Peter McIlhenny FRIAS from May 2013
Andy Bruce FRIAS to May 2013

From May 2013
Gordon Anderson, Karen Anderson (from
Dec 2013), Richard Atkins, Stuart Bagshaw,
Andrew Bruce, Andrew Burridge, Donald
Canavan, David Dunbar, Hugh Crawford,
Allan Cumming, Jocelyn Cunliffe, Jim
Cuthbertson, Iain Dickson, Michael
Dougall, Euan Geddes, Marc Haslam,
Steven Innes, Pavlina Koeva-Ratcheva,
Fraser Middleton, Stephen Miles,
Christine Palmer, Ben Rainger, Doug Read,
Kerr Robertson, Lesley Robertson, Shane
Rodgers, Joan Scott, A Gordon Smith,
Nigel Somner, Chris Stewart, Mike Towers,
Willie Watt, Ged Young.
To May 2013
Gordon Anderson, Richard Atkins, Stuart
Bagshaw, Andrew Bruce, Donald Canavan,
Iain Connelly, Hugh Crawford, Colin Doig,
Allan Cumming, Jocelyn Cunliffe, Jim
Cuthbertson, Brendan Diamond, Iain
Dickson, Euan Geddes, Michael Goudie,
Stewart Henderson, Michael Jarvis,
Pavlina Koeva-Ratcheva, Roy Milne, Ken
Ralston, Doug Read, Sheila Riddell, Kerr
Robertson, Shane Rodgers, Fiona Sinclair,
Joan Scott, A Gordon Smith, Kevin
Spence, Andrew Stavert, Chris Stewart, Ian
Stewart, Mike Towers, Willie Watt, Ged
Young.

Secretary & Treasurer
Neil Baxter

Bankers
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc
Edinburgh West End Office
142-144 Princes Street
Edinburgh eh2 4eq

Auditors
Springfords LLP
Dundas House
Westfield Park, Eskbank
Edinburgh eh22 3fb

Accountants
John G. Norman Ltd
The Courtyard
130 Constitution Street
Edinburgh eh6 6aj

Investment Managers
Murray Asset Management
39 Castle Street
Edinburgh eh2 3bh

Legal Advisors
Simpson & Marwick
Albany House
58 Albany Street
Edinburgh eh1 3qr
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The members of Council of the
Royal Incorporation of Architects
in Scotland are pleased to present
their report for the year ended

Structure Governance and
Management

Objectives and Activities

The Incorporation is operated under the rules

is to promote the value of architecture and

The principal object of the Incorporation

of its Royal Charter and Byelaws, originally

architects in Scotland. The full list of Objects

31 December 2013. This report

granted in May 1922, and most recently

is set out in paragraph 5 of the Charter. There

is prepared in accordance with

revised in December 2003. It is a registered

have been no changes in objectives since the

the Charter and Bye-Laws of the

Scottish charity (reference SC 002753).

last annual report.

Incorporation and complies with
applicable law.
The members of Council have
applied the provisions of the

The Incorporation is a membership

Much of the activity supporting the

body with six Chapters and six categories

objectives is undertaken by the subsidiary

of membership: honorary fellow, fellow,

trading company, RIAS Services Limited

associate, honorary affiliate, affiliate and

which pays its profits over to the charity by

student

gift aid.

membership.

Applications

for

Statement of Recommended Practice

membership are approved by the Council

RIAS Services Limited provides a range of

(SORP) “Accounting and Reporting

and members sign a declaration confirming

services to individual members, architectural

by Charities” issued in March 2005,

adherence to the RIAS Charter and Byelaws.

practices and other organisations.

in preparing the annual report and
financial statements.

Management of the Incorporation is the

includes

a

subscription

service

This
for

responsibility of the members of the Council,

architectural practices, CPD for members, a

who are elected or co-opted under the terms

bookshop, running events and consultancy

of the Byelaws, and who are charity trustees

services including architectural competitions.

for the purposes of charity law. Members of

There is also a publishing arm, which

Council may be appointed by election from

publishes the RIAS/Landmark Trust Series

the membership, by Chapter nomination or

of Illustrated Architectural Guides and other

by co-option by Council, in accordance with

titles. The Incorporation also produces an on-

the rules set out in the Byelaws. The names

line Directory of Practices with an associated

of officers and other members of Council who

publication and produces a quarterly journal

served during the year are shown on page 2

and learned society publications.

above.
The Council is required to meet at least four

Achievements and Performance

times each year and has overall responsibility
for the strategic management and operations
of the Incorporation (including governance
responsibilities under charity law). A formal
induction for Council members is given at the
beginning of the first meeting each year, which
includes training on relevant regulations and
the responsibilities of trustees. Management
in specific areas is overseen by means of subcommittees and day to day management is
delegated to the Secretary & Treasurer and
staff of the Incorporation. Senior members
of staff during the financial year are listed on
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page 3 above.

Membership
Active recruitment of past students, previous
members and new student members saw the
Incorporation welcome 116 full members,
179 students and 61 reinstatements. 29
Fellowships and 14 Hon Fellowships were
awarded. Regrettably, 34 deaths were reported
and 47 members resigned.
Although we had 56 retirals and 19
removals for non-payment, we are up on fee
paying membership by 100 and have 145 more
members overall than in 2012. The overall
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increase means that our membership count

the Scottish Construction Industry. We ran

2013 has built on the growth in

now stands at 4333.

a lunchtime lecture series, with talks from

Certification of 2012. The number of dwellings

Micheal Holliday, Warren Elsmore, Ewan

covered by a certificate has more than

Politics and PR and International
Liaison

Hyslop

The

doubled. The total value of warrant works

Raymond Neutra lunchtime talk and the Neo-

stands at nearly £300m. Members of the

Our media profile has continued positive,

classicism seminar, both held in Edinburgh

Scheme now have the opportunity to produce

with excellent coverage on television, radio

were very well attended. The Fellows’ annual

Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs).

and in specialist and general press, running to

Summer and Winter Receptions were busy

Monitoring has continued in line with

132 substantive articles at national level and

and convivial. Mona Siddiqui Hon FRIAS

the UK statutory bodies’ joint re-appraisal

a very significant number of items in local

addressed the Fellows Dinner.

agreement, and the RIAS Conservation re-

and

Nick

Charlton-Smith.

press from the Chapters. The President and/or

accreditation scheme has seen 28 practitioners

Secretary met a number of SNP backbenchers

HQ and Governance

successfully

and senior opposition members, including

The Practice Directory achieved 769 entries

in 2013. 12 new applications to become

meetings with Deputy First Minister, Nicola

and 379 Chartered Practices were registered.

accredited were processed, with 10 of these

Sturgeon, the Scottish Conservative Leader,

Membership procedures were simplified to

achieving accreditation. The Conservation

Ruth Davidson, Linda Fabiani, Jean Urquhart,

be more ‘user friendly’. Student nominees

Committee are piloting a Conservation

Sarah Boyack, Minister for Energy, Enterprise

for all committees were approved by Council.

Accreditation mentoring scheme, with the

and Tourism, Fergus Ewing, Minister for Local

Complaints were pursued through the

first interested party currently preparing their

Government and Planning, Derek Mackay,

Standards Commissioner and the Public

documentation.

Annabel Goldie as well as several meetings

Ombudsman (George Square – partially

with Cabinet Secretary Fiona Hyslop. The

upheld) and to the Chartered Institute of

Education/CPD

Secretary also had informal meetings with

Architectural Technologists regarding mis-

The Incorporation continued to support

Alistair Darling MP, Annette Brooke OBE MP

representation of their members as of equal

the Association of Scottish Schools of

and Lord McLennan of Rogart. The President

status to architects in public procurement.

Architecture (ASSA) with financial services

re-new

their

accreditation

and meeting facilities.

and Secretary had constructive exchanges

A committees review was started. The

with A+DS Chair, Karen Anderson and CEO,

Incorporation made a substantial contribution

Jim MacDonald and with the RIBA President.

to the Government’s Procurement Review.

Awards

Liaison continued with the Dutch Embassy

One member of staff, Soni Rosendahl, left

75 submissions for the second year of the

including the President and Secretary’s

the Incorporation, to return to her native

RIAS Awards resulted in 12 awards. The

attendance at the Ambassador’s Christmas

Germany. Sophie Birch was promoted to the

Lifetime Achievement Award went to Andrew

Reception.

Communications and Events Assistant post

Merrylees FRIAS at the Awards Dinner in

and Elaine Dobie was appointed as Practice

Edinburgh. The touring exhibition of the 2012

Assistant.

Doolan Award visited 14 venues throughout

Events
The

Strathpeffer

Convention

included

the Chapters. The RIAS Andrew Doolan Best

presentations from many major international

Practice

Building in Scotland Award 2013 was judged

figures, including Prof. Kathryn Findlay

The Incorporation is represented on the DPEA

by Professor Andy MacMillan OBE FRIAS,

FRIAS, Tina Saaby and Ole Wiig FRIAS.

(Directorate for Planning and Environmental

Karen Anderson FRIAS, Christophe Egret

Our Cross Party Group at the Parliament

Appeals) stakeholder groups and is liaising

Hon FRIAS and Indira van ‘t Klooster and the

hosted lively meetings on A Design Model

with the Building Standard Division and

award went to NORD Architecture for WASPS

for Rural Tourism and Economy, NPF3, A

LABSS (Local Authority Building Standards

South Block, Glasgow, presented by the

Landscape Charter for Scotland and Sustainable

Scotland).

Cabinet Secretary and Mrs Margaret Doolan

Job Creation and Export Opportunities in

Hon FRIAS at the Parliament in November.
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Chapters

Acknowledgements

were judged by President Iain Connelly,

The Chapters continue to provide lively and

RIAS members, who participate in Chapter

Lori McElroy MBE Hon FRIAS, Director

varied CPD, awards, political lobbying and

and

Sust., Architecture and Design Scotland,

other events fully reported in the Quarterly.

RIAS President Connelly, Past President

The annual RIAS/A+DS student awards

Stuart Watson, Senior Architect, Scottish

HQ

committees

and

activities,

Humphries, our Committee Chairs, PPC and

Government and Alan Jones PRSUA. The

Consultations

Council, the Secretary and the staff team are

Rowand Anderson Silver Medal was won

The Incorporation responded to Scottish

commended for their hard work throughout

by Melissa Lawson from ESALA. The RIAS

Government consultations on Lower Carbon

2013.

Scottish Community Projects Fund approved

Buildings – a review of energy standards;

grants for 4 projects to a total of £5,000

Section 63; Draft Scottish Planning Policy;

and the Incorporation contributed £5,000

NPF3; Regulatory Reform Bill and the Draft

to support five BBC Beechgrove Garden

Scottish Planning Policy, as well as on Wall

community garden projects.

Details for BRE, Green Deal Assessors looking
at Historic Buildings for Asset Skills, BS 7913,

Consultancy/Competitions

Guide to the conservation of heritage assets

George Square, Glasgow Landscape Design

for BSI, the revised listed building record for

Competition won by John McAslan +

Historic Scotland and also commented on the

Partners (project subsequently cancelled by

merger of Historic Scotland and the Royal

the Council Leader). Ironside Farrar appointed

Commission on the Ancient and Historical

as Landscape Architect for City of Edinburgh

Monuments of Scotland.

Appointment

Accredited)

of

Architect-Led

(Conservation
Design

Honorary Fellowships were awarded to Angela

made for Peter Pan Moat Brae House. New

Brady PPRIBA, David Cook, Liz Davidson

competition launched for adaptations to the

OBE, Christophe Egret, Baroness Annabel

Weston Link Building at the National Galleries.

Goldie MSP, Ian McCallum, Anne McChlery,

BDP appointed to lead the design team on The

Dr Lori McElroy MBE, Fr Dermot Morrin,

Music Hall for Aberdeen Performing Arts.

Gordon Reid, Mia Scott, Janet Turner and

RIAS Consultancy booklet was distributed to

Patrick Tyler.

Publishing

to

improved

online

communications and continuing its core

On Life and Architecture by David Mackay Hon

endeavours in political lobbying, promotion,

FRIAS was published at the end of the year

research,

and posted to all members with their winter

publishing and awards, the Incorporation has

Quarterly.

met with a wide range of partner organisations

education,

technical

advice,

and Government towards the year-long
festival of architecture for its centenary
year, 2016. The Scottish Government has
announced that 2016 will be Scotland’s Year of
Innovation, Architecture and Design.
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income and expenditure for the charity and
its subsidiary trading company, RIAS Services
Ltd. Separate results for the charity alone are
shown in the Income & Expenditure account
on page X and results for the subsidiary

in the SOFA, shows an increase in funds
of £38,831 comprising an increase of £7,474
in unrestricted funds an increase of £4,451
in restricted income funds and an increase
of £26,906 in the Martin Jones Award
endowment fund. The previous year showed
an overall increase in funds of £211,851 but
Martin Jones fund, which was transferred

Future Plans
addition

on page X, which shows the consolidated

this included an amount of £190,961 for the

housing associations, planning departments
In

Statement of Financial Activities (SOFA)

The overall result for the year, as set out

Honorary Fellowships

Team

and former clients.

The results for the year are set out in the

company are summarised in note 2 on page X.

Council’s Autism Day and Respite Resource
Centre.

Financial Review and Results for
the Year

in as an endowment fund from the separate
charity of that name at 1 January 2012 (see
details in note 18 to the accounts). Leaving
this aside the comparable figure for 2012 was a
net increase in funds of £20,890.
The main source of income for the
Incorporation is membership subscriptions
and these showed a slight increase in the
year of 0.8% providing income of £504,265,
which represents 53% of the unrestricted
gross income for the year. Some reduction
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013

in this source had been anticipated but the

(13.5%) including a net gain on investments

to participate in opportunities for the benefit

income has remained steady over the past 2

of £23,940. No prizes were paid out this year.

of the profession.

prevailing economic conditions. Income in

Investments

Asset Valuation

other areas is broadly similar to the previous

The Incorporation relies on advice from

The book value of tangible fixed assets is

year and shows an overall increase of 1.7%,

external investment advisers in managing its

represented by the revaluation reserve of

leaving aside the transfer in of the Martin

listed investments. There was a net gain over

£185,054 with the balance of £177,622 in the

Jones fund as mentioned above.

the year of £8,870 on listed investments held

designated fixed asset fund (£362,676 in total).

years, which is an excellent result given the

The Incorporation derives profits from

in the general fund as well as the increase of

The written down amounts of £317,703 for

its trading subsidiary, RIAS Services Ltd,

£23,940 in the Martin Jones fund referred to

heritable property and £23,481 for antique

which are paid over to the charity under

above.

and fine art furnishings include assets which

gift aid as a contribution to expenditure on

The Incorporation holds one sixth of the

were revalued in 1987 and 1988 respectively.

membership activities. The results for the

share capital of Scottish Buildings Contract

In the opinion of the trustees the current

subsidiary company are summarised in note

Committee Ltd (SBCC) as an unlisted

market value of these assets is considerably

2 on page 18 and show a net profit of £6,841,

investment. The estimated valuation of this

in excess of the current book values shown

which is considered satisfactory in present

investment, based on the latest available

in the accounts. A valuation for the heritable

circumstances.

balance sheet, is £16,705 - an increase of £892

property in July 2007 indicated a market value

in the year (see note 9).

in the range £1.2 to £1.3 million at that time.

Expenditure also shows a broadly similar
There has

The Incorporation also holds a rare book

again been some exceptional expenditure

as a longer term investment - an original

Future Prospects

on refurbishment costs, comprising damp-

volume of poems by Robert Burns, ‘The

A small surplus has been set in the budget

proofing works to the basement area of the

Kilmarnock Edition’.

The current market

for the year 2014. There is a continuing

building with costs to date of £36,237. This

value is considered to approximate to its

drive to obtain more sponsorship and grant

project continues into the next year and an

original cost in 2012 of £40,250.

income for the various activities, particularly

pattern to the previous year.

in the lead up to the festival of architecture

amount of £40,000 has been set aside as a
designated fund for costs to completion.

Funds & Reserves Policy

in 2016, which is also the RIAS centenary

The restricted income funds (see note

The various funds of the Incorporation and

year. Balancing the budget continues to be a

14) comprise the awards and prize funds, the

movements over the year are detailed in

challenge, but one that the Incorporation is

benevolent fund, the Scottish Community

note 14 on page 22. A total of £280,097 is

well placed to meet, with a staff team focussed

projects fund (SCPF) and the ASSA fund, held

held in designated funds. Of this £234,577

on the task and efficient use of resources.

for continuing work of the former Association

represents tangible fixed assets and unlisted

of Scottish Schools of Architecture. Income in

investments, which are not readily realisable

the year includes sponsorship and donations

and the balance has been set aside as

of £46,000 in total for the various awards.

£40,000 for refurbishment costs and £5,520

There was no grant income for SCPF this year

as a contingency fund for non-routine

and net expenditure on grants awarded has

expenditure by the Chapters. There remains

reduced the balance on this fund to £4,363

a balance of £236,586 in the general fund

with alternative sources of funds being

representing the free reserves of the charity.

actively sought.

Generally it is the policy of the trustees to

The value of the Martin Jones Award

maintain the level of these free reserves to

endowment fund has increased by £26,906

provide a reasonable cushion for unknown
contingencies and enable the Incorporation

Risk Management
The President and senior members meet with
staff on a regular basis to review the activities
and to ensure that objectives are met. At each
of their meetings, the members of Council
are presented with a report on the financial
performance based on the agreed budget for
the year.
The members of Council confirm that
the major risks to which the incorporation is
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exposed have been reviewed and that systems

•

have been established to mitigate those risks.
•

Statement of Responsibilities of
the Council Members in Relation
to Financial Statements and
Accounting Records
The members of Council, as trustees of the

The Council members have elected to
prepare the financial statements in accordance
with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting

Practice

(United

Kingdom

Accounting Standards and applicable law).
Scottish charity law requires the trustees to
prepare financial statements for each year
which give a true and fair view of the state
of affairs of the Incorporation, including
its wholly owned subsidiary, and of its net
incoming or outgoing resources for the year.
In preparing those financial statements,
the Council members are required to:

86

and hence taking reasonable steps for the

observe the methods and principles in the

prevention and detection of fraud and other

Statement of Recommended Practice for

irregularities.

make judgements and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent;

•

state

whether

applicable

accounting

standards have been followed, subject
to any material departures disclosed and

Report of the Council and the financial
and regulations.

safeguarding the assets of the Incorporation

then apply them consistently;

charities;
•

charity, are responsible for preparing the
statements in accordance with applicable law

select suitable accounting policies and

explained in the financial statements;
•

prepare the financial statements on
the going concern basis unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the
Incorporation will continue to operate.
The Council members are responsible

for keeping proper accounting records that
disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time
the financial position of the Incorporation

Statement of Disclosure to
Auditors
So far as the members of Council are aware,
there is no relevant audit information of which
the Incorporation’s auditors are unaware.
Additionally, the Council members have taken
all the necessary steps that they ought to have
taken as trustees in order to make themselves
aware of all relevant audit information and to
establish that the Incorporation’s auditors are
aware of that information.
Approved by the members of Council and
signed on their behalf by:

and enable them to ensure that the financial
statements comply with the Charities and
Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005, the
Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations
2006 and the provisions of the Incorporation’s
constitution. They are also responsible for

IAIN CONNELLY, PRESIDENT
12TH MARCH 2014
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE COUNCIL OF THE ROYAL INCORPORATION OF
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We have audited the financial statements

Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and

incoming resources and application of

of The Royal Incorporation of Architects in

report in accordance with regulations made

resources, for the year then ended;

Scotland for the year ended 31 December 2013,

under that Act. Our responsibility is to audit

which comprise the statement of financial

and express an opinion on the financial

activities, the income and expenditure

statements in accordance with applicable law

account, the balance sheet, the statement of

and International Standards on Auditing (UK

total recognised gains and losses, the note of

and Ireland). Those standards require us to

the requirements of the Charities and

historical profits and losses and related notes.

comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s

Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005

The financial reporting framework that has

(APB’s) Ethical Standards for Auditors.

and regulation 6 and 8 of the Charities

•

with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice; and
•

been applied in their preparation is applicable
law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards
(United

Kingdom

Generally

Accepted

Accounting Practice).
This report is made solely to the members
of Council (the charity’s trustees), as a body,
in accordance with section 44(1)(c) of the
Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland)
Act 2005 and regulation 10 of the Charities
Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006. Our
audit work has been undertaken so that we
might state to the charity’s trustees those
matters we are required to state to them in
an auditor’s report and for no other purpose.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, we
do not accept or assume responsibility to
anyone other than the Incorporation and the
Incorporation’s trustees as a body, for our
audit work, for this report, or for the opinions
we have formed.

Respective Responsibilities of
Trustees and Auditor

out on pages 83-87, the members of Council,
as trustees of the charity, are responsible for
the preparation of the financial statements
and for being satisfied that they give a true
and fair view.
We have been appointed as auditor
under section 44(1)(c) of the Charities and

have been prepared in accordance with

Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as

Scope of the Audit of the
Financial Statements
An audit involves obtaining evidence about
the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements sufficient to give reasonable

amended).

Matters on Which we are
Required to Report by Exception

assurance that the financial statements are

We have nothing to report in respect of the

free from material misstatement, whether

following matters where the Charity Accounts

caused by fraud or error. This includes an

(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended)

assessment of: whether the accounting

requires us to report to you if, in our opinion:

policies are appropriate to the group’s and
parent charity’s circumstances and have been

•

respect with the financial statements; or

the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by the trustees; and the overall

•

proper accounting records have not been
kept; or

presentation of the financial statements. In
addition, we read all the financial and non-

the information given in the Report of
the Council is inconsistent in any material

consistently applied and adequately disclosed;

•

the parent charity’s financial statements

financial information in the Report of the

are not in agreement with the accounting

Council to identify material inconsistencies

records and returns; or

with the audited financial statements. If
we become aware of any apparent material

•

we have not received all the information
and explanations we require for our audit.

misstatements or inconsistencies we consider
the implications for our report.
Springfords LLP

As explained more fully in the Statement of
Responsibilities of the Council members set

have been properly prepared in accordance

Opinion on Financial
Statements
In our opinion the financial statements:
•

give a true and fair view of the state of the
group’s and the parent charity’s affairs as
at 31 December 2013 and of the group’s

Chartered Accountants
and Statutory Auditor
Dundas House, Westfield Park,
Eskbank, Edinburgh
12th March 2014
Eligible to act as an auditor in terms of
section 1212 of the Companies Act 2006.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Accounting and
Consolidation

Trading Activities

Resources Expended

The trading activities in the subsidiary

All expenditure is accounted for on an

The financial statements have been prepared

company, comprising in the main services to

accruals basis. Wherever possible costs are

under the historic cost convention, as

architects, conferences and events and the

attributed directly to membership activities,

modified by the revaluation of certain fixed

sale or production of publications related to

trading activities or governance costs. The

and current assets, and in accordance with

architecture, are considered to be ancillary

remaining administrative support and central

applicable accounting standards in the United

to the primary purpose of the charity.

management costs are allocated on the basis

Kingdom, the Charities and Trustee Investment

Consequently the income and expenditure

of estimated staff time and use of facilities,

(Scotland) Act 2005, the Charities Accounts

from these activities has been classified as

which amounted to the following proportions

(Scotland) Regulations 2006 and the Statement

“charitable activity” in the Statement of

in 2013:

of Recommended Practice Accounting and

Financial Activities (the SOFA).

Reporting by Charities, issued in March 2005

Incoming Resources

(SORP 2005).
The charity has substantial cash reserves,
and this cash position is expected to continue
in the future. Through the nature of its
operations the trustees assess that the charity
is not unduly exposed to current general
economic difficulties. The trustees consider
that the charity will continue in operational
existence for the foreseeable future and they
therefore continue to adopt the going concern
basis of accounting in preparing the financial
statements.
The

financial

statements

are

a

consolidation of the Royal Incorporation
of Architects in Scotland (‘the charity’) and
its wholly owned subsidiary company, RIAS
Services Limited (see note 2). No separate
Statement of Financial Activities is shown for
the charity, in accordance with the exemption
afforded by paragraph 397 of SORP 2005, but
separate results are shown for the charity in
the income & expenditure account.
The Group meets the size exemption
criteria of Financial Reporting Standard
No 1 (revised 1996) ‘Cash Flow Statements’.
Accordingly, no cash-flow statement is
required.
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Membership activities
Trading activities
Governance costs

57.5% (2012 – 65%)
37.5% (2012 – 30%)
5% (2012 – 5%)

Grants and donations are included when
receivable unless there are imposed pre-

Grants payable to projects are fully

conditions on use of the funds or the income

charged in the period when the award is made,

is for a future accounting period. Any grants

unless the offer is conditional in which case

or donations received for a particular purpose

the grant is recognised once the conditions

are allocated to restricted funds.

have been fulfilled.

Membership subscriptions are included in
the year for which they are due.

The Incorporation is registered for VAT
and expenditure excludes VAT. Irrecoverable

Turnover from trading activities is

VAT, arising from exempt membership

stated at invoice value, excluding VAT, and

activities, is shown as a separate item under

is included in the period when a service is

membership costs (see note 6).

delivered, goods are made available or an
event takes place.
Investment income and other income is
included when receivable.
Income referable to future periods or
events is deferred (see note 13 for details).
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Tangible Fixed Assets and
Depreciation

Fixed Asset Investments

Taxation

Listed investments are stated at market value

As a registered charity, the Incorporation is

From 1 January 2000 all new tangible fixed

at the balance sheet date. Gains and losses

exempt from corporation tax on its charitable

assets are recorded at historic cost less

on revaluation or disposal of investments are

activities. Profits of the trading subsidiary

accumulated depreciation and any provisions

recognised in aggregate in the Statement of

are paid over to the charity as gift aid and

for impairment. Prior to that date, the

Financial Activities.

consequently no provision for corporation tax

company’s heritable property, and its antiques

Investments in unlisted companies are

and fine art furnishings had been restated at

stated at trustees’ valuation, based on the net

their open market values at January 1987

asset value shown by the most recent annual

and January 1988 respectively and had

accounts.

subsequently reduced by depreciation on

Other investments, comprising a rare

those new values. Under the transitional

book, are stated at trustees’ valuation and

arrangements

Reporting

revalued at least every five years, subject to

Standard 15 ‘Tangible Fixed Assets,’ the

obtaining advice on the possibility of material

property, antiques and fine art furnishings

movements between valuations.

of

Financial

continue to be treated on that basis. The
assets are stated at open market value at the
respective valuation dates less accumulated
depreciation to date, and those valuations
have not been updated.
Both

the

heritable

property

and

the antique and fine art furnishings are
depreciated at 2% per annum on a straight line

Stocks and Work in Progress

is required.

Fund Accounting
The Unrestricted general fund is available to be
used for any of the charitable objects at the
discretion of the trustees.
Designated funds are set aside by the
trustees out of unrestricted funds for specific
purposes or projects.
Restricted funds can only be used for
particular purposes within the objects of the

Stocks and work in progress of publications,

charity as specified by the donor or by the

products and stationery are stated at the

terms of an appeal for the funds.

lower of cost and net realisable value.

The Martin Jones Endowment Fund is an
expendable endowment fund, as more fully

Pension Costs

basis. The land associated with the property

Pension costs represent contributions payable

has not been depreciated. Other furniture,

for the accounting period under defined

fittings and office equipment are stated at

contribution schemes.

described in note 18.

cost less depreciation which is charged by
the straight line method over the estimated
useful life of each asset at the following rates:
Furniture & Fittings 10%-25% per annum
Office Equipment
10%-20% per annum
Computer Equipment 25%-50% per annum
Generally assets costing less than £250 are
not capitalised in the balance sheet.
An amount equal to the excess of the
annual depreciation charge on revalued assets
over the notional historical cost depreciation
charge on those assets is transferred annually
from the revaluation reserve to the general
fund (refer to note 16).
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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THE NOTES ON PAGES 93 TO 97 AND THE ACCOUNTING POLICIES ON PAGE 88 FORM PART OF THESE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.

Consolidated Statement of Financial Activities
			
Unrestricted
Restricted
Endowment
Total
Total
Incoming Resources
Notes
Funds
Funds
Fund
2013
2012
			
£
£
£
£
Incoming Resources from charitable activities:						
Membership subscriptions
1
504,265
504,265
500,424
Membership activities		
39,499
39,499
35,849
Awards & grants income
3
37,530
53,500
91,030
85,063
Incoming Resources from generated funds:						
Trading activities:						
Services to architects
2
198,924
198,924
194,298
Publications & products
2
89,968
89,968
94,798
Consultancy & other services
2
61,699
61,699
56,631
Investment income
4
12,164
4,479
16,643
14,042
Other incoming resources:						
Transfer in of net assets of Martin Jones Award Fund
18
190,961
Other income			
4,181
Total Incoming Resources		
944,049
53,500
4,479
1,002,028
1,176,247
					
Resources Expended					
					
Charitable activities:						
Membership activities
6
471,920
2,500
474,420
479,502
Awards & grants expenditure
5
49,618
46,549
1,513
97,680
96,488
Building refurbishment		
36,237
36,237
26,432 3
Costs of generating funds:						
Trading activities:						
Services to architects
2
164,889
164,889
161,051
Publications & products
2
115,433
115,433
121,338
Consultancy & other sources
2
63,428
63,428
60,990
Governance costs
6
43,920
43,920
43,490
Total Resources Expended		
945,445
49,049
1,513
996,007
989,291
						
Net Incoming / (Outgoing) Resources before						
other recognised gains and losses		
(1,396)
4,451
2,966
6,021
186,956
						
Other recognised gains and losses						
Net gain / (loss) on investment assets		
8,870
23,940
32,810
24,895
Net Movement in Funds		
7,474
4,451
26,906
38,831
211,851
Funds brought forward 		
694,263
72,716
199,687
966,666
754,815
Funds carried forward
14
701,737
77,167
226,593
1,005,497
966,666
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Consolidated and Charity Income and Expenditure Accounts
			
Group		
Charity
		
Notes
2013
2012
2013
2012
			
£
£
£
£
Income:					
Membership subscriptions
1
504,265
500,424
504,265
500,424
Membership activities		
39,499
35,849
39,499
35,849
Awards & grants income
3
91,030
85,063
91,030
85,063
Turnover from trading activities
2
350,591
345,727
Gift aid donation due from subsidiary		
6,841
2,348
Recharge of support costs to subsidiary		
87,912
73,563
Investment income
4
16,643
14,042
16,643
14,042
Other incoming resources		
4,181
4,181
Total income		
1,002,028
985,286
746,190
715,470
				
Expenditure:					
Membership activities
6
474,420
479,502
474,420
479,502
Awards & grants expenditure
6
97,680
96,488
97,680
96,488
Building refurbishment
6
36,237
26,432
36,237
26,432
Expenditure on trading activities
6
343,750
343,379
87,912
73,563
Governance costs
6
43,920
43,490
43,920
43,490
Total expenditure		
996,007
989,291
740,169
719,475
				
Net operating income / (expenditure) for the year		
6,021
(4,005)
6,021
(4,005)
				
Net realised gain on sale of fixed asset investments		
2,026
942
2,026
942
				
Net income / (expenditure) for the financial year		

8,047

8,047

(3,063)

(3,063)

						
All income and expenditure is attributable to continuing operations in each financial year.					

Consolidated Statement of Recognised Gains and Losses
		
Group and Charity:
Net income / (expenditure) for the financial year
Net unrealised gain on fixed asset investments
Transfer in of net assets of Martin Jones Award Fund (note 18)
Net recognised gains for the financial year
Note of Historical Cost Results
Group and Charity:
Reported net income / (expenditure) for the financial year
Realisation of fixed asset investment gains / (losses) of previous years
Realisation of revaluation gains of prior years relating to antique and fine art furnishings
Difference between the historical cost depreciation charge and the actual depreciation charge of the year
calculated on the revalued amount
Historical cost net surplus for the financial year

		

2013
£
8,047
30,784
38,831

2012
£
(3,063)
23,953
190,961
211,851

2013
£
8,047
698
-

2012
£
(3,063)
2,424
3,877

3,000
11,745

3,040
6,278
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013
THE NOTES ON PAGES 93 TO 97 AND THE ACCOUNTING POLICIES ON PAGE 88 FORM PART OF THESE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.

Consolidated and Charity Balance Sheets at 31 December 2013
			
Group		 Charity
		
Notes
2013
2012
2013
2012
			
£
£
£
£
Fixed Assets					
Tangible assets
8
362,676
371,537
362,676
371,537
Listed Investments
9
274,903
245,051
274,903
245,051
Unlisted investments
9
56,955
56,063
56,955
56,063
Investment in subsidiary at cost
2
100
100
			
694,534
672,651
694,634
672,751
		
Current Assets					
Stocks and work in progress
10
50,437
55,500
10,685
7,032
Debtors
11
96,335
101,530
31,609
40,192
Cash at bank and in hand		
458,602
383,859
453,425
374,038
			
605,374
540,889
495,719
421,262
				
Creditors					
Amounts falling due within one year
12
294,411
246,874
184,856
127,347
				
Net Current Assets		
310,963
294,015
310,863
293,915
			
Net Assets		
1,005,497
966,666
1,005,497
966,666
			
Funds:					
Unrestricted Funds:					
General fund
14
236,586
260,663
236,586
260,663
Revaluation reserve
16
185,054
188,054
185,054
188,054
Designated funds
14
280,097
245,546
280,097
245,546
Total Unrestricted Funds		
701,737
694,263
701,737
694,263
		
Restricted Funds:					
Endowment fund
14
226,593
199,687
226,593
199,687
Restricted income funds
14
77,167
72,716
77,167
72,716
Total Restricted Funds		
303,760
272,403
303,760
272,403
				
Total Funds		
1,005,497
966,666
1,005,497
966,666

The accounts on pages 90 to 92 were approved by the Council members on 12th March 2014 and are signed on their behalf by:			
		

					
Iain Connelly				George McL Wren				
President				Member of Council				
			
Date: 12th March 2014
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013

The assets and liabilities of the subsidiary company at 31 December

1. Membership Subscriptions
2013

2012

£

£

Joint subscriptions with RIBA

351,069

342,364

RIAS only subscriptions

153,196

158,060

504,265

500,424

2. Trading Activities and Subsidiary Company

2013 were as follows:
			
2013
Current Assets
Stocks and work in progress

2012

£

£

39,752

48,468

Amount due from the Incorporation

22,328

9,617

Other debtors

64,726

61,338

Cash at bank

5,177

9,821

131,983

129,244

The trading activities of the Royal Incorporation of Architects

Current Liabilities

in Scotland are run by its wholly owned subsidiary company,

Creditors & accruals

(18,659)

(27,192)

Deferred income

(115,713)

(104,441)

Net Liabilities

(2,389)

(2,389)

Net deficiency in shareholder’s funds

(2,389)

(2,389)

RIAS Services Limited, which pays over its taxable profits to the
Incorporation by gift aid. The Incorporation owns the entire issued
share capital of RIAS Services Ltd, comprising 100 ordinary shares of
£1 each, which is shown at its cost of £100 in the balance sheet of the

Unrestricted Restricted

Endow-

Total

Total

Income

ment

2013

2012

		Funds

Fund

charity.
The Incorporation has undertaken to provide financial support to
the subsidiary to meet the deficiency in its funds (see below). In view
of this, a provision of £2,489 has been made against the valuation of
the investment, which is included in creditors in the charity balance
sheet (see note 12).
The summarised results of RIAS Services Limited for the year are
as follows:
Services to Publications Consultancy

Total

Total

architects

& products

& other

2013

2012

£

£

£

£

£

					
Turnover

198,924

89,968

61,699

350,591

345,727

Direct expenditure

115,008

92,873

47,957

255,838

269,816

Administrative support costs
Total expenditure

49,881

22,560

15,471

87,912

73,563

164,889

115,433

63,428

343,750

343,379

Profit for the year				

6,841

2,348

Gift Aid payable to the Incorporation				

(6,841)

(2,348)

Retained by subsidiary company				

-

-

Funds

3. Awards and Grants Income
£

£

£

£

£

-

35,000

-

35,000

35,000

Sponsorship & other awards

16,500

11,000

-

27,500

18,790

Awards entry fees & other income

21,030

-

-

21,030

26,273

Scottish Government grant for 2016

-

2,500

-

2,500

-

ASSA contributions

-

5,000

-

5,000

-

SELECT sponsorship

-

-

-

-

5,000

37,530

53,500

-

91,030

85,063

Doolan Award grant & donation

4. Investment Income
Income from listed investments
Bank & loan interest

£

£

£

£

£

3,090

-

4,461

7,551

7,651

9,074

-

18

9,092

6,391

12,164

-

4,479

16,643

14,042

£

£

£

£

£

-

25,000

-

25,000

25,000

1,200

10,000

-

11,200

14,490

-

-

1,513

1,513

8,529

48,418

10,000

-

58,418

41,151

5. Grants & Awards Costs
Doolan Award prize
Other awards
Martin Jones prize & other costs
Awards events & staff costs
Community project grants

-

1,549

-

1,549

7,318

49,618

46,549

1,513

97,680

96,488
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6. Resources Expended

Total staff costs are analysed as follows:		

£		

£

Salaries		
402,987 		393,027
Membership

Trading Governance

Activities Activities
£

Total

Total

Social security costs		

38,082 		

38,835

Costs

2013

2012

Pension costs		

12,057 		

10,092

£

£

£

Total employed staff		

453,126 		

441,954

£

Membership costs:
Chapter grants
RIAS Quarterly journal

Consultant staff		
35,397

-

-

35,397

31,917

46,003

-

-

46,003

46,531

Other staff costs		

14,275 		15,150
4,192 		

3,249

471,593 		

460,353

Corporate costs

32,123

-

2,181

34,304

29,744

Events, projects & promotion

25,096

-

-

25,096

15,808

Membership staff costs

149,374

-

- 149,374

160,662

16,016

-

19,974

11,793

- 115,008

119,709

employee. Travel expenses of 4,711 (2012 - £5,523) were reimbursed to
members of Council during the year. No remuneration was paid to

Membership support costs

3,958

In both 2013 and 2012, one member of staff had emoluments between
£70,000 and £80,000. In addition an amount of £3,712 (2012 £3,778) was paid into a defined contribution pension scheme for this

Direct trading expenditure:			
Services to architects

-

115,008

Publications & products

-

92,873

-

92,873

101,167

Consultancy

-

47,957

-

47,957

48,940

Administrative support costs:			

members of Council.

Management & admin staff

82,531

49,519

25,938

157,988

159,183

		

Office admin costs

27,021

11,936

2,049

41,006

42,808

Occupancy costs

28,218

14,387

2,243

44,848

49,445

8. Tangible Fixed Assets

-

-

5,500

5,500

5,425

Irrecoverable VAT on overheads

16,266

-

-

16,266

13,766

Heritable

Other administrative costs

16,375

12,070

2,051

30,496

29,473

Property Furnishings Equipment

474,420

343,750

43,920 862,090

866,371

Audit fee

			

		Furniture,
Fittings &
Total

£

£

£

£
519,743

Cost or Valuation

Awards & grants expenditure (note 5)				

97,680

96,488

At 1st January 2013

402,712

41,375

75,656

Building refurbishment costs				

36,237

26,432

Additions

-

-

6,799

6,799

Total resources expended				 996,007

989,291

Disposals

-

-

(23,357)

(23,357)

402,712

41,375

59,098

503,185

At 31st December 2013
Resources expended includes the following costs:

Depreciation				

Auditors’ remuneration:				
for audit work - current year			

5,500

5,500

for audit work - previous year adjustment			

-

(75)

		

5,500

5,425

Depreciation charge			

13,050

13,093

Loss on disposal of tangible fixed assets			

2,610

1,081

At 1st January 2013
Charge for year
On disposals
At 31st December 2013

17,066

51,786

5,655

828

6,567

13,050

-

-

(20,747)

(20,747)

85,009

17,894

37,606

140,509

Net Book Value				
At 31st December 2013

317,703

23,481

21,492

362,676

At 31st December 2012

323,358

24,309

23,870

371,537

			

7. Staff Details

Details of revaluations are given in note 16 below.

The average numbers of staff and costs (including consultant staff) in
each area during the year were as follows:
2013
Number
		

2012
Cost

£		

5

149,423

Membership activities (including awards)

5

Management & administrative support

4
14

Trading activities

Totals

94

Number

Cost
£

5

130,506

164,182

5

170,663

157,988

4

159,184

471,593

14

460,353

148,206

79,354
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9. Fixed Asset Investments

10. Stocks & Work in Progress
2013

2012

£

£

Group

Listed UK Securities:
Market value at 1 January 2013

Less: Disposals at opening book value
Net gain on revaluation

£

£

21,188

23,461

-

-

Publishing stock - completed titles

8,423

14,866

-

48,282

8,502

Publishing stock - work in progress

10,141

10,141

-

-

(52,985)

(11,804)

Stationery & medals

10,685

7,032

10,685

7,032

50,437

55,500

10,685

7,032

29,892

19,496

261,678

236,489
8,562
245,051

Historical cost at 31 December 2013

229,699

232,280

The above investments are held for the following funds:

Market value at 31 December 2013

£

163,114

13,225

Unrestricted general fund

2012

£
-

274,903

Martin Jones Award endowment fund

2013

57,181

Market value at 31 December 2013

Investment cash accounts

2012

236,489

Transferred in from Martin Jones Award Trust (note 18)
Add: Acquisitions in year at cost

Charity

2013
Bookshop stock for resale

			

11. Debtors
Group

Charity

2013

2012

2013

2012

£

£

£

£

Trade debtors

24,883

36,219

10,398

18,623

Accrued income

50,650

47,265

510

5,141

Prepayments

11,979

13,293

11,878

11,788

Due within one year:

201,633

179,205

73,270

65,846

274,903

245,051

Other debtors

8,823

4,753

8,823

4,640

96,335

101,530

31,609

40,192

In 2013 there are no material investments with a value in excess of 10%
12. Creditors

of the portfolio.
SBCC Rare Book

Total

Note (a)

Note (b)

2013

2012

15,813

40,250

56,063

11,357

-

-

-

40,250

Net gain / (loss) on revaluation

892

-

892

4,456

Valuation at 31 December 2013

16,705

40,250

56,955

56,063

Valuation at 1 January 2013
Add: Acquisitions at cost

Group

Total

(a) The Incorporation holds 2,500 shares, at a historical cost of £2,500,

2013

2012

£

£

£

£

2,489

Provision for deficiency in
-

-

2,489

-

-

22,328

9,617

6,618

39,005

1,399

17,636

subsidiary funds (note 2)
Amount due to subsidiary company
Trade creditors
Taxation and social security
Accruals & other creditors

sixth share. The valuation has been based on the net asset value

Deferred income (note 13)

of the company according to its latest available balance sheet at 30
April 2013.

2012

Amounts falling due within one year:

in Scottish Building Contract Committee Ltd, representing a one

(b) The rare book is an original volume of poems by Robert Burns,

9,133

9,197

9,133

9,125

68,111

47,694

54,671

41,943

210,549

150,978

94,836

46,537

294,411

246,874

184,856

127,347

13. Deferred Income

The Kilmarnock Edition, purchased as an investment at a cost of

Group

Charity

2013

2012

2013

£

£

£

£

150,978

167,128

46,537

65,322

Amount released to incoming resources (72,745)

(88,895)

(46,537)

(65,322)

132,316

72,745

94,836

46,537

210,549

150,978

94,836

46,537

£40,250. In the opinion of the trustees the current valuation
approximates to the cost.

Charity

2013

Opening Balance at 1 January
Amount deferred in year
Closing Balance at 31 December

2012

Deferred income at 31 December 2013 comprises income received in
advance for publishing, prepaid membership and practice services
subscriptions and prepaid advertising.
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14. Movements in Funds

charged to the fixed asset fund and transfers made for additions and
disposals in the year and the movement in the revaluation reserve.

			
Net
At

Likewise the unlisted investment fund represents the valuation

1/1/13 Resources Expended Gain/(Loss)		 31/12/13

of unlisted investments (see note 9), which is held in a designated

At Incoming Resources Investment Transfers
£

£

£

£

£

£

199,687

4,479

(1,513)

23,940

-

226,593

Endowment Fund:
Martin Jones Award

Restricted Income Funds:			
Doolan Award
Other award funds
Benevolent fund

-

35,000

(35,000)

-

-

-

7,334

11,000

(10,000)

-

-

8,334

51,646

-

-

-

-

51,646
4,363

Sc. Community Projects 5,912

-

(1,549)

-

-

2016 grant

-

2,500

(2,500)

-

-

-

ASSA fund

7,824

5,000

-

-

-

12,824

72,716

53,500

(49,049)

-

-

77,167

183,483

-

(13,050)

-

7,189

177,622

Unlisted investments

56,063

-

-

892

-

56,955

Refurbishment costs

-

-

-

-

40,000

40,000

6,000

-

(3,480)

-

3,000

5,520

245,546

-

(16,530)

892

260,663

944,049

(928,915)

7,978

(47,189)

Revaluation Reserve 188,054

-

-

-

Total Restricted

fund, as not representing readily realisable assets.
An amount of £40,000 has been designated towards
refurbishment costs during 2014 for the completion of the dampproofing works in the basement.
A further £3,000 has been added to the Chapters contingency
fund, bringing the balance to £5,520.
15. Analysis of Net Assets Representing Funds

Designated Funds:
Fixed asset fund

EndowmentRestricted			Revaluation

Chapters contingency
fund
General Fund

Fund
£

Total Unrestricted

694,263

944,049 (945,445)

8,870

966,666 1,002,028 (996,007)

32,810

£

£

£

Total

Reserve

Funds

£

£

Fund balances at 31 December 2013 are represented by:
Tangible fixed assets

Total Funds

Funds Designated General

-

177,622

-

56,955

73,270

-

331,858

Stocks and work in progress

-

-

-

50,437

-

50,437

236,586

Debtors

-

-

-

96,335

-

96,335

(3,000)

185,054

Cash at bank and in hand

24,960

81,167

45,520

306,955

-

458,602

-

701,737

Creditors due in one year

-

(4,000)

226,593

77,167

50,189 280,097

- 1,005,497

Notes on Restricted Funds:
The Doolan Best Building in Scotland award and ‘other award
funds’ are funded by donations and grants and are applied for

Net Assets

- 185,054

362,676

201,633

Investments

- (290,411)
280,097

- (294,411)

236,586 185,054 1,005,497

16. Revaluation Reserve
The revaluation reserve represents the following:
Excess over book value

designated areas of architectural achievement. The Benevolent

		£

Fund is for the assistance of architects or their dependents who are

Heritable property at 15 Rutland Square revalued at open market			

in financial need. The Scottish Community Projects Fund (SCPF)
provides assistance with feasibility studies for projects intended

value of £240,000 in January 1987		

225,473

Antique & fine art furnishings valued at open market value of

to benefit local communities. The 2016 grant from the Scottish

£39,245 in January 1988 (excluding disposals of £6,805 in the year)		

37,261

Less accumulated depreciation charged on revalued amount		

(77,680)

Government funded a series of seminars in preparation for the year of

Balance on revaluation reserve at 31 December 2012		 185,054

architecture in 2016. The ASSA fund comprises funds transferred
from the former Association of Scottish Schools of Architecture
(ASSA) and subsequent contributions, which are to be applied in
accordance with the objects of ASSA.
Notes on Designated Funds:
The fixed asset fund represents the net book value of tangible
fixed assets, net of the revaluation reserve. This distinguishes the
book value of these assets from the more readily realisable assets
represented by the General fund (being the value of net current
assets and unrestricted listed investments). Annual depreciation is
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Since the original revaluations, the trustees have adopted a policy
not to revalue fixed assets which are for the Incorporation’s own use.
However, in their opinion, current valuations are considerably in
excess of those included in the accounts. The fixed asset figures (note
8) also include the cost of improvements and acquisitions since the
revaluations were carried out.
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NOTES

TERRA FIRMA

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2013

17. Related Party Transactions
Fees and expenses of £4,059 for consultancy work were paid to Richard
Atkins, a member of Council, during the year.

Garden Design and Construction

18. Martin Jones Award Fund
At 1 January 2012 the net assets and operations of the former Martin
Jones Award Trust (Scottish charity ref SC 036825) were transferred
to the Incorporation as an endowment fund. Details of the net assets
and funds transferred are as follows:
				£
Listed investments at market value
Investment cash account held by investment managers

163,114
5,003

Income cash account held by investment managers

29,157

(less) creditors due within one year

(6,313)

Net assets transferred

190,961

represented by:		
Endowment Fund

190,961

0141 429 6267

Fully insured · All work guaranteed
www.terrafirmagardens.com
Susan Gallagher BA (Hons) Landscape Architecture

The Martin Jones Award was originally set up as an endowment fund
in 1993 from a bequest under the will of Martin Jones. Under the
terms of the trust it became an expendable endowment fund after the
year 2011. The object of the fund is to advance education for the public
benefit by providing an annual award for an outstanding student of
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design at the University of
Dundee, who submits the most creative idea for research in historical,
theoretical or modern architecture or a combination of these.
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CONTACTING RIAS
TO CONTACT RIAS CALL 0131 229 7545 OR FAX 0131 228 2188. FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES EMAIL INFO@RIAS.ORG.UK

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

CAROL-ANN HILDERSLEY

NEIL BAXTER hon frias

TREASURER’S OFFICE

SECRETARY AND TREASURER

nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of RIAS
policy, governance, business planning and
budgets. Overall responsibility for the Incorporation’s membership
services, Consultancy, Practice Services, accreditation schemes, events,
publications, outreach, political liaison, CPD, educational initiatives and
awards.
LOUISE MCLEOD
SENIOR MANAGER: FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible for
central services function including finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts, insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT, health & safety, the building.
MARYSE RICHARDSON
SENIOR MANAGER: PRACTICE

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

STAFF
SOPHIE BIRCH
COMMUNICATIONS AND EVENTS
ASSISTANT

sbirch@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2011. Event Management,
internal communication including website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS Quarterly, e-bulletins, media monitoring,
awards coordination. Responsible for Online Directory and job ads.
STUART BRYCE
MANAGER: BOOKSHOP (P/T)

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing RIAS
Bookshop, including sales of architectural
appointments, certificates, administrations
forms and up-to-date and archived building contracts. Telephone,
website and direct sale to members and the public of RIAS publications
and a wide range of architectural books.
ELAINE DOBIE
PRACTICE ASSISTANT

edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation and
sustainability accreditation schemes and the
RIAS Energy Design Certification Scheme. Co-ordinates the e-PI Bulletin,
Practice Services website updates and online research.
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MANAGER: SECRETARY AND

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s and President’s offices, oversight of communications and
events, administration and minuting of Council, research, Assistant Editor
of RIAS Quarterly.

LILY OFFICE DOG (P/T)
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to maintain
a stress-free working environment,
occasionally enliven meetings and ensure
a focus on the key agenda priorities (biscuits and sandwiches).
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As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...

...HOW DO I GET

THROUGH THE FIRE
SAFETY MAZE?
SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

Peace of mind.
For indemnity insurance that offers complete peace of mind,
choose RIAS Insurance Services (one less load to worry about!).

For further information, contact Susan Riccio,
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House, 30 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 2HS
Tel: 0131 311 4292 Fax: 0131 311 4280 email: susan.riccio@marsh.com

RIAS
Insurance Services

